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Abstract
Background: Self-selected (SSWS) and maximum walking speeds (MWS) are
frequently studied and related to multiple body systems, function, falls, and
mortality. Walking at a slow speed voluntarily or measuring a range of walking
speeds (WS), however, has rarely been investigated. Purpose: The aims of this
project were to explore a proposed measure of WS adaptability called total walking
speed range (TWSR), to assess the reliability and validity of slow walking speed
(slowWS) as a component of TWSR, to assess if TWSR could predict function,
disability or community mobility, and finally, to compare the predictive ability of
TWSR to single walking speeds. Methods: This was a cross-sectional, observational
study using a convenience sample of independent community-dwelling older adults.
Subjects were assessed in a single session with a battery of tests measuring common
correlates of walking speed, several walking speeds, and outcome measures for
function, disability (Late Life Function and Disability Instrument), and community
mobility (Life-Space Assessment). Results: SlowWS demonstrated excellent testretest and interrater reliability. SlowWS was only significantly correlated with
TWSR, but TWSR was correlated with all study variables including the outcomes.
TWSR significantly predicted function (adj. R2 = .364, p < .0005), life-space (adj. R2 =
.185, p = .019), disability limitation (adj. R2 = .107, p < .0005) and disability
frequency (adj. R2 = .041, p < .0005). In comparisons, SSWS predicted more variance
in function, disability limitation and frequency than TWSR or MWS, but TWSR
predicted life-space better. When covariates were included in models, neither
TWSR, SSWS, nor MWS contributed independently to prediction of the outcomes.
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The hierarchical models for TWSR/SSWS/MWS performed similarly and final
explained variances were within 1% of each other, except for the prediction of lifespace. The model with covariates + TWSR predicted more life-space variance than
covariates + SSWS (adj. R2 = .173, p < .0005 vs .145, p = .001). Conclusion: Walking
at a slow speed can be reliably measured, consistent with findings for other WS.
TWSR, but not slowWS, correlated with measures of body structure/function,
activities, and participation and also predicted function, disability, and community
mobility. However, the predictive ability of TWSR was not superior to SSWS or
MWS. TWSR requires further research as a measure of walking speed adaptability,
especially in relation to life-space.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction
Between 2012 and 2050, the number of people in the United States (US) age
65 and older will almost double, resulting in over 83 million older adults.1
Following this population expansion is the purview of multiple federal agencies and
of paramount importance because of the implications to policy and programs,
including health care.1 The US Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related
Statistics produces reports on key indicators of well-being in older adults with the
stated goal being to assist those trying to improve quality of life for these
individuals.2 The forum’s reported indicators suggest the following: 1) Americans
are living longer; 2) health care costs increase in older adults, especially
significantly in those age 85 and older; 3) over 1 million older adults are
institutionalized; and 4) informal caregivers (unpaid) provide over 1.3 billion hours
of service monthly.2 This information suggests that keeping older adults functioning
well and living in the community could reduce the care burden both financially and
in terms of hours of caregiving.
The ability to walk is a fundamental skill necessary not only for basic
mobility around the immediate home environment but also for movement into and
engagement within the larger community. When individuals have difficulty or are
unable to interact and participate within their environment, this limitation is
considered a disability. Reports indicate that 22 percent of older adults in the US
are disabled in some way, and difficulties with mobility are the most common
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reason for disablement.2 The definition of mobility disability varies, but the most
commonly cited criteria are the inability to walk a specified distance (usually 0.251.0 mile) and/or to go up and down stairs.3 The distance chosen for mobility
disability indicates the importance of access to environments outside of the home
for optimal function and health. Accessing the out-of-home environment most
commonly requires the need to walk. Research involving age-related changes in
mobility indicates that overall health in older persons is best assessed by including a
walking assessment, especially walking speed.4,5
Community mobility refers to the ability to mobilize outside of a person’s
home6 and those that cannot get into the community have mobility disability. The
ability to get into the community is important not only for basic needs, like going to
the grocery store or visiting a doctor, but also for social engagement. Participating
in social activity has been linked to reduced disability,7 and being able to enter the
community expands social activity opportunities. The ability to walk outside of the
home, however, is complex. Walking requires the interaction of multiple body
systems8,9 that then produce the actions needed to navigate the environment and
perform various tasks. This complex, real-time interplay between a person, task,
and environment illustrates the concepts of Dynamic Systems Theory, which
conceptualizes movement stemming from the most efficient use of the body’s
resources to produce a desired motor behavior under a specific environment or
condition. Since the environment is rarely static and the tasks a person needs to
perform are not the same daily, or even hourly, the body needs to be able to adapt
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walking to the conditions occurring at a specific moment in time, for a specific task
in a specific environment.
Adjusting walking to match conditions, also called gait adaptability,10
involves many things including altering how a person walks for different terrain,
lighting, or weather and also changing the speed a person walks when needed.6,10,11
Two different walking speeds, usual or self-selected walking speed (SSWS) and
maximum walking speed (MWS), both have robust evidence linking them to health
and function in older adults.12–16 A reduction in walking speed occurs with age17 and
a slow SSWS, generally below 1.0 meter per second (m/s), is a predictor of poor
function and mortality.13,14 However, walking at a self-selected speed, even if slower
than expected, is not the same as being able to successfully walk at a different speed
when required. Adapting walking speed requires not only the ability to walk faster
but also the ability to walk slower than normal. Little work has investigated how
slow a person can purposefully walk or a total walking speed range, from slowest to
fastest, that a person can volitionally produce as a way to demonstrate the ability to
adapt walking speed for functional activity.
Problem Statement
In clinical practice currently, watching a patient move in different
environments and performing different tasks is the primary way to assess
movement adaptability. While it is helpful to know a patient can walk inside and
outside or around obstacles, there currently is not a consistent, reproducible way to
measure adaptability. Gait adaptability is complex and adaptations occur in more
than one way – changing speed, terrain, lighting, carrying objects or not, doing more
3

than one task at a time or just walking.6,10,11 Therefore, a more systematic
assessment of the components of gait adaptability is needed.10 Specifically for
walking speed adaptability, measuring multiple walking speeds, such as SSWS,
MWS, and slow walking speed (slowWS), could provide useful and objective
information about the ability to alter walking speed to match the many
environments and tasks necessary for independent function.
Clinical relevance of the study
When independent, a person needs to be able to adjust walking to the
environment and task. For instance, a person needs to both speed up and slow
down to navigate walking on a busy street depending on the pedestrians and
obstacles present. A person slows when encountering people who are walking
slower to match their speed and then walks faster to get around those people once
there is a clear path to maneuver around them. Walking in the home also involves a
variety of tasks where different speeds are needed, like walking faster to get to the
phone before a caller hangs up or to get to the bathroom urgently and walking
slower when maneuvering in a tight space or carrying groceries into the house.
Slower walking is different from having a slow SSWS. Walking slowly can be an
appropriate adaptation to task or environmental constraints, but a slow SSWS, when
asked or expected to walk at usual speed, is not.
A slower than normal SSWS is an observable sign that multiple physiologic
systems are not functioning optimally.8 Therefore, it is reasonable to also
hypothesize that when multiple body systems are not functioning well, the ability to
walk at different speeds whenever needed might also be impaired. Measurement of
4

multiple walking speeds, from very slow to fast, might have the ability to indicate
the capacity a person has to adapt walking speed. A person who can produce slow
and fast walking speeds respectively of 0.4 m/s and 1.4 m/s would, theoretically,
have a full 1.0 m/s of walking speed adaptability to use in daily life. However, if a
person cannot change walking speed at all, or can only change walking speed in a
much smaller range, this person might restrict tasks or environments to those that
are more predictable and do not require as much walking speed adaptability. The
range of speeds a person can walk, from slow to fast, will be called total walking
speed range (TWSR) and will be discussed in more detail later in this work.
Both SSWS and MWS can predict future disability years into the future.14,18
SlowWS, however, has been found to require more attention and may be less
automatic than other walking speeds,19 which may indicate that those who cannot
walk slowly would have difficulty in complex environments that require split
attention. SSWS and MWS are already known to be markers of preclinical
disability.15,20–23 SlowWS with potentially higher demands on attention may also be
able to indicate future disability. Preclinical disability is a state that occurs before
full disablement, predicts dependency, and is often linked to mobility difficulty.24
Identification of those at risk for future functional decline, or preclinical disability,
is an important rehabilitation principle allowing interventions to be initiated before
full disability occurs. While SSWS is an excellent tool to indicate preclinical
disability,12 it does not yield information about walking adaptability, specifically
about the ability to walk at different speeds needed for effective and efficient
community mobility. Since decline in mobility, such as age-related decline in SSWS,
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is hypothesized to occur only after a person’s ability to compensate for multi-system
impairment is exhausted,4 looking at other walking speeds that increase the
challenge to motor control might result in earlier identification of physiologic
changes. An examination that includes multiple walking speeds and determines the
range of speeds a person can produce, the TWSR, might provide earlier
identification of community mobility and participation difficulties.
Research Aims and Questions
The main objective of this research project is to investigate the new concept
of TWSR, which quantifies the range of walking speeds a person can produce from
very slow to very fast. The relationships between TWSR and measures of body
structure, activity, and participation will be investigated. Additionally, as a measure
of walking speed adaptability proposed to be important for community mobility,
whether or not TWSR significantly predicts measures of function, disability, or
community mobility will be explored. Secondary objectives stemming from this
project involve investigating slowWS as a component of TWSR and comparing the
relationship of TWSR with outcome variables to the relationships of SSWS and MWS
to the same variables. Measures that will be utilized for each measured construct
are described in Chapter 3 in the study methodology.
Aim 1: Explore the psychometric properties of slowWS as a novel measure and
component of TWSR.
•

RQ1a: How reliable is slowWS in a sample of community-dwelling older
adults? Hypothesis: SlowWS will have good test-retest and interrater
reliability (ICC > .75).
6

•

RQ1b: What is the relationship between slowWS and measures of body
structure/function, activities, and participation? Hypothesis: SlowWS will
have the strongest correlation with cognition and balance but will also have
significant relationships with all other variables.

Aim 2: Determine the relationship between TWSR and measures of body
structure/function, activities, and participation in a sample of community-dwelling
older adults.
•

RQ2a: What is the relationship between TWSR and body structure/function
as measured by age, gender, comorbidities, cognition, and depression in a
sample of community dwelling adults? Hypothesis: TWSR will be significantly
correlated at a minimum with comorbidities, cognition, and depression
measures.

•

RQ2b: What is the relationship between TWSR and activity and participation
measures such as lower extremity functional strength (using a sit to stand
test), balance, function and disability, and life space (as a proxy for
community mobility) in a sample of community-dwelling older adults?
Hypotheses: TWSR will be significantly correlated with lower extremity
strength, balance, function, disability, and life space measures. TWSR will have
a stronger correlation with participation measures than with activities, but the
correlations with both activity and participation measures will be stronger
than with body structure/function measures.

Aim 3: Determine if TWSR contributes to the prediction of function, disability, and
life space in a sample of community-dwelling older adults.
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•

RQ3a: Does TWSR contribute significantly to the prediction of function,
disability, and life space? Hypothesis: TWSR will significantly predict function,
disability, and life space.

•

RQ3b: Does TWSR continue to significantly predict function, disability, and
life space in models that include other covariates related to the outcomes?
Hypothesis: TWSR will be one of the significant predictors contributing to the
explanation of function, disability, and life space after controlling for covariates

Aim 4: Determine how the predictive ability of TWSR compares to that of other
walking speeds (SSWS, MWS, slowWS).
•

RQ4: How does TWSR compare to SSWS, MWS, and slowWS in prediction of
function and disability or life space? Hypothesis: TWSR will predict
function/disability and life space equally as well as SSWS, MWS, and slowWS
predict the same factors.

In order to more fully understand walking speed and the ability to change
speed in older adults, a review of motor control theory, the multiple systems
involved with walking, and the relationship of different gait speeds to body systems
and function will be undertaken.

Definition of Terms
•

Activities – tasks or actions executed by an individual25

•

Adaptability - “the quality of being able to adjust to new conditions”26

•

Community mobility - the ability to mobilize outside of the home6
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•

Coordinative variability – a term describing the way that performing a task
can vary27

•

Disability – difficulty with walking ½ mile, doing stairs, and performing basic
ADLs and IADLs18

•

Dynamic – a term used in Dynamic Systems Theory (DST) to describe the
systems involved in producing and controlling movement; the systems are
dynamic due to their ability to change and interact continuously over time28

•

Dynamic stability – DST term meaning behaviors can be both stable and
adaptable at the same time28

•

End-point variability - a term describing variations in the outcome of a
movement27

•

Gait adaptability - being able to adjust walking to task or environmental
constraints10

•

Gait variability - the changes seen in spatiotemporal characteristics that
occur from step to step29

•

Maximum walking speed (MWS) – the speed a person walks when cued to
”walk as fast as you can without running or putting yourself at risk to fall”30

•

Mobility - the ability to move by changing body position or location25

•

Mobility disability - commonly defined as being unable to walk 0.25-1.0 mile
and go up and down stairs3

•

Non-linear – DST term indicating that changes in one system do not
necessarily mean there will be equal changes in other systems or the
movement28
9

•

Older Adult – adults aged 65 years and older1

•

Participation – refers to involvement in a life situation25

•

Self-organization – DST term referring to system interaction and meaning
that system interaction occurs spontaneously and is not “directed” by one
system31,28

•

Self-selected walking speed (SSWS) - the speed a person walks when cued to
walk at a comfortable or usual pace32 over a timed distance

•

Slow walking speed (slowWS) – the speed a person walks when cued to walk
“walk very slowly as if you are in an art gallery”33

•

Variability - a “lack of consistency or fixed pattern” 26

•

Walking - a bipedal form of mobility with one foot in contact with the ground
at all times25

Summary
The results of this study may provide physical therapists information
regarding the usefulness of assessing different walking speeds and of determining
TWSR to predict function and participation when treating community-dwelling
older adults. Additionally, information will be gathered about the reliability of
measuring slower than usual walking speed and its relationship to variables already
known to relate to other walking speeds.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
The number of adults over the age of 65 in the United States increased by
thirty percent between 2005 and 2015,34 and up to 35% of older adults have
diagnosable disorders of gait or walking.35 Walking is a fundamental motor skill
necessary for mobility that is used for activities of daily living and functional
independence.36 It is not surprising that with an increasing number of older adults,
prevalence of gait disorders has increased and understanding limitations in
mobility, specifically walking, is an important issue in public health.4,37
The World Health Organization broadly defines mobility as the ability to
move by changing body position or location.25 More specifically, walking is a
bipedal form of mobility with one foot in contact with the ground at all times.25
Being able to walk requires complex cooperation between multiple systems, such as
muscles, soft tissue, and joints for range of motion and strength, heart and lungs for
endurance, and the central nervous system processing and integrating with many
other systems for sensation, balance, coordination, and cognition.8,9 Walking relies
upon an individual’s ability to generate steps while maintaining the center of mass
over a moving base of support, all while being adaptable to the current task or
environment.38 Being adaptable allows successful walking regardless of the
environment or what the individual wants or needs to do.
Many of the body’s systems that influence walking experience age-related
changes, which can result in alterations in walking pattern and speed with
increasing age. Walking speed, also known as gait speed or gait velocity, is one of
11

the most studied parameters of mobility.14,17 Although there are overlapping
definitions across many disciplines,37 in this work walking speed will be used to
indicate how fast a person walks.
Walking speed is referred to by some as a vital sign, a measure that can
predict many functional and health outcomes.4,12,13 Both male and female adults in
almost every age group walk with a mean usual SSWS of ≥ 1.0 meter per second
(m/s), although SSWS generally declines with age.17 It is not expected that walking
behavior, including walking speed, maintains a consistent pattern throughout the
day.39,40 In fact, effective community mobility requires walking at different speeds
in order to adjust to the different tasks and environments needed for daily life.10,11
Walking speed reserve (WSR) has been defined as the ability to increase walking
speed above a person’s usual speed.41,42 Having a “reserve” of walking speeds, being
able to walk at more than one speed, is a useful skill. However, this concept
currently does not take into account the need to also walk slower to adapt to tasks
and environments.

Overview of theory and research
Dynamic Systems Theory of Motor Control
To better understand walking speed, motor control theory and its
relationship to walking will be reviewed. Motor control theory, the principles
shaping our understanding of how movement is regulated and produced, has
evolved from linear, reflex-based models to a concept involving complex
interactions between multiple systems of the organism, the task, and the
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environment in which the movement occurs.43 Dynamic systems theory (DST)
provides a way to conceptualize how multiple intrinsic components or systems (e.g.
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, pulmonary, nervous systems) combine with
extrinsic influences (e.g. the environment and task) to allow the emergence of
endless patterns of movement.28,31,43 The systems involved with movement are
considered dynamic because of their ability to change and interact continuously
over time. This means that the organism’s current state is dependent on its
immediately preceding state and then also becomes the basis for future states.28
Considering the interrelatedness of multiple systems that combine in
multiple ways over time, DST focuses not only on how movement is produced, but
also how movement transitions from one state to another and the complexity of
movement.27 When systems organize to produce a pattern such as walking, changes
over a time period in internal or external systems may cause the movement pattern
to become unstable and transition to another stable state. This is seen when speed
increases to the point that walking transitions into running.44 This transition might
occur because the nature of the task changes, such as when a person is late for the
bus. The new task demands cause an increase in walking speed until eventually it is
more energy efficient to run rather than walk. Alterations in movement can also
occur due to changes in the environment. For example, when walking in winter, a
person may have a consistent and stable walking pattern on the sidewalk. However,
if that person steps on a sidewalk covered with ice, she may become unstable. In
this new environment, internal systems for force production, speed of movement,
and range of motion, for example, alter and reorganize in the most efficient way to
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maintain walking and avoid falling in the new environment.28,31 Thus, the prior
state (walking on sidewalk) is a basis for the future state (walking on icy sidewalk).
The movement or quality of movement required in this new state is different,
perhaps with shorter step lengths, wider base of support, and slower speed, which
allows the adaptation of walking to the new environment.
As described above, multiple systems involved with movement organize and
cooperate to produce a motor behavior. However, this system interaction occurs
without one system having a distinct priority over another. Dynamic systems
theory calls this self-organization, meaning that system interaction is not “directed”
by one system.28,31,43 Stated differently, biological organisms utilize whatever tools
(systems) they have, with however much capacity those systems have, and put them
together spontaneously in the most efficient way to meet a task’s demands.45 The
combination of systems used to produce a movement today may not be the exact
combination of systems used tomorrow as the systems available change over time
(as with aging) or adapt and re-organize to meet different task or environmental
constraints. Difficulty with mobility emerges when the organism’s systems can no
longer self-organize in a way that compensates for impairment or age-related
changes.4
Walking is a perfect example of such self-organization. Multiple
physiological systems, the musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, pulmonary, and nervous
systems for example, work cooperatively to produce not only the movement pattern
of walking but also walking at a certain speed.8,9 It is the combination and
interaction of these systems that produces a usual walking speed that is the most
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efficient given the resources the person’s systems provide. Importantly, however,
changes in one system do not necessarily mean there will be equal (or linear)
changes in walking speed.46,47 For example, a 10% change in leg strength does not
mean there will be a similar 10% change in walking speed. This means that
dynamic system interactions are non-linear.28,43 Indeed, the relationship between
strength and walking speed has been shown to have this non-linear quality. For
example, for those with very slow walking speeds, a small increase in strength can
produce a large increase in speed, but for those who walk at faster speeds, a large
increase in strength may produce only a minute change in walking speed.46 Another
example of the complex, non-linear self-organization between systems can be found
in older adults with significant deficits in strength and range of motion (ROM).
Some older adults, even with deficits in strength and ROM, can still walk at the same
speed as younger adults, while others cannot walk at the same “younger” speed.48
Aerobic capacity also demonstrates a non-linear relationship to walking speed, and
there is some evidence that strength and aerobic capacity interact allowing one
system to partially compensate for loss in the other.47 There are multiple other
systems that have also been found to relate to walking speed as well,8,9,49 several of
which will be reviewed in later discussion.
Walking speed may be able to give information about whether our
physiologic systems are functioning well and working in concert. Walking speed,
when viewed in the context of DST, is a measure of dynamic, self-organizing, nonlinear systems behavior that indicates overall function and predicts mortality,
particularly in older adults.12,13,50 Pathology in multiple systems can manifest as a
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decline in SSWS even in those living independently in the community,5 while
pathology in one or only a few systems may be compensated for by other body
systems.47,51 It is important to remember that DST also considers how the
environment and task affect movement in addition to the internal systems of the
organism responsible for producing that movement. Therefore, for optimal
function, movement needs to adapt to different tasks and environments
encountered during daily life.
Movement Variability and Adaptability in Relationship to Walking
Study of the literature regarding movement alteration or adjustment
consistently leads to two terms: variability and adaptability. The Oxford Dictionary
defines variability as a “lack of consistency or fixed pattern” and adaptability as “the
quality of being able to adjust to new conditions.”26 It is possible that a lack of a
fixed pattern (i.e. variability) might allow more ability to adjust to new conditions
(i.e. adaptability), which may indicate that these two terms are related in some
manner.
Dynamic systems theory paradoxically proposes that movement-related
systems produce fairly stable, consistent behaviors, but that those stable behaviors
can also adjust over time and are adaptable enough to meet different conditions.28
Unlike other motor control theories, variation in motor behavior for DST is not
necessarily seen as error, but can be an indication of the ability to adapt movement
to task and environment.52 Thus variability and adaptability are related. For
example, walking can be recognized as walking even if it occurs on a level surface,
an uneven surface, in high heels, with a leg brace, or while talking at the same time.
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Walking in these different scenarios may result in different step lengths or widths,
different walking speeds, or different joint angles and forces, but it is still
consistently a movement pattern identified as walking. DST describes this as
dynamic stability,28 meaning behaviors can be both stable and adaptable at the same
time.
This flexibility of movement emerges from the many independent
components, also known as degrees of freedom, that combine in a countless number
of ways to produce movement.53 Specific to DST, variability in how a movement is
performed is expected to decrease with proficiency, and if variability increases, it
usually indicates the system is becoming unstable and will soon transition to
another pattern that is more stable.54 Therefore, there is an optimal amount of
variability for each movement so that the movement is stable or reliably produced.
Rigidly maintaining the exact same movement pattern over time is sub-optimal,
however, because it makes one less adaptable, just as moving with too much
variability is also sub-optimal because it can make the movement pattern too
unstable, inefficient, and unsustainable.52,55
Variability in relationship to movement can be used to indicate both the
changes seen during a movement when it is repeated over and over and the
different outcomes that can occur from doing that movement. In a dynamic systems
approach, the way that performing a task can vary is called coordinative variability
and any variation in the outcome of the movement is called end-point variability.27
For example, when a person repeats a sit to stand transfer multiple times, the exact
joint angles, forces exerted, and speed can change with each repetition, but the
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person attains standing each time. Possessing coordinative variability, or multiple
ways of completing a sit to stand transfer, is a sign of skilled movement that allows a
person to stand up regardless of minute alterations in systems. However, being
unable to get from sitting to standing each and every time is considered high endpoint variability and is a sign of poor performance. Likewise, walking without
falling and successfully getting from location to location indicates low end-point
variability, but some alteration in walking parameters, such as step width, length,
joint angles, and walking speed, are essential to the coordinative variability needed
for optimal, adaptable function.
Physical therapists consider optimal, adaptable function to include the ability
to mobilize outside of the home and refer to this as community mobility.6 It is
recognized that independence in community mobility requires the ability to adapt
walking to a variety of tasks and in a multitude of different environments, such as
walking in a crowd, carrying something, while talking, outside in bright light, in
different weather, and more.6,11 The required adaptability needed for community
mobility exemplifies the DST concept of dynamic stability. To be independent, one
needs a relatively stable gait pattern that is also flexible enough to meet different
task and environmental demands. In terms of walking, gait variability has been
defined as the changes seen in spatiotemporal characteristics that occur from step
to step, like step width and length.29 However, the concept of being able to adjust
walking to task or environmental constraints is referred to as gait or walking
adaptability, although the terminology regarding this topic is not uniform.10 Higher
functioning older adults may have less variability that those with lower function,29
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indicating that there could be an optimal amount of gait variability needed for
walking adaptability.56 The assessment of gait variability requires equipment like
instrumented walkways that are not commonly used in the clinic. Gait adaptability
is also not routinely assessed as there is not an agreed upon method to assess a
phenomenon that covers multiple situations and constructs.10 When walking
adaptability is assessed, it is primarily through observation by varying the
environment or task so that clients, for example, walk over obstacles, carry objects,
change speed or direction. Because of its application to independent living and
prior work on SSWS and MWS indicating excellent predictive capability, the ability
to adapt walking speed will be the main focus of this research project.
Adapting walking for community mobility, as mentioned previously, requires
many different adjustments to both predictable and unpredictable challenges. To be
truly independent with walking, a person may need to adapt to factors like distance
requirements of the task, time constraints (e.g. being able to walk at a faster or
slower speed), ambient conditions (e.g. weather or lighting), terrain characteristics,
external physical loads, postural transitions (e.g., stopping, changing direction,
reaching), obstacle negotiation, maneuvering in traffic, and both cognitive and
motor dual tasks.6,10 It is no small achievement that successful community-dwelling
older adults have the dynamic stability to walk in a variety of environments, for a
variety of distances, at different speeds, sometimes carrying objects, avoiding
obstacles and adjusting to the people around them – often doing all of these things
simultaneously. Community-dwelling older adults who have difficulty walking will
often avoid challenging environments more than their unimpaired peers.11
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The ability to walk at a slower or faster speed, in particular, can be an
important component of walking adaptability. It is an underlying premise of this
work that many of the above proposed community mobility factors depend upon
and are augmented by walking at different speeds. Walking slower could be an
appropriate adaptive response to terrain, ambient conditions, physical loads,
obstacle negotiation, or maneuvering in traffic. Some examples would be walking
slower when moving into the bright sunlight from a darker location to allow visual
adjustment; slower speeds when encountering unstable or icy conditions to
increase postural control; maneuvering in traffic and walking slower until the
optimal location arrives to move around a person or obstacle; postural transitions
like slowing to bend down and pick something up while walking; or when carrying a
physically awkward load if walking faster would place a person at risk of losing
control of that load.
This ability to choose to walk slower and faster is different than having a
slow natural or usual walking speed. A SSWS of 1.0 m/s is recognized as the
minimum threshold for normal function and indicates a lower risk of disability and
adverse health outcomes.12,14 Those that walk at slower than normal SSWS are
more likely to have activity of daily living difficulty,57 mobility disability,36 and have
higher mortality rates.58
However, purposefully asking a person to walk slowly requires walking
speed adaptability and is different than having a slow SSWS. While assessing more
than one walking speed is occasionally found in the literature, usually the speeds
measured are SSWS and MWS. Historically, walking at slower than preferred speeds
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has rarely been investigated, but recent studies asking subjects to walk slower as
well as faster than normal are being reported.19,30,33,59–61 Asking a person to
produce a slower or faster walking speed than normal has been called a challenging
condition,30 and potentially alters attentional demands,19 stability,33 muscle
activation patterns,59 and segmental coordination during walking.62 Challenging
walking conditions may allow identification of subclinical impairments before they
accumulate to create mobility disability.4 Challenging conditions are felt to place
more demand on motor control and, in older adults, this may highlight age-sensitive
changes.63 If challenging conditions such as different walking speeds could detect
subtle impairments earlier, it would be clinically advantageous to understand the
range of speeds that a person could walk. From the DST perspective of needing to
be adaptable for various tasks and environments, it could be important to measure
walking at a variety of speeds and to understand which systems are related to
producing those different speeds. Currently, however, assessing an individual’s
ability to walk at speeds other than SSWS is not a routine part of clinical practice.
In order to gain a better understanding of different walking speeds and their
relationship to independent and adaptable community-dwelling function, the
literature concerning walking speed and its relationship to body structure and
function, activities, and participation will be reviewed. The International
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health defines body function as the
physiological and psychological functions of the body.25 Activities are tasks or
actions executed by an individual and participation refers to involvement in a life
role or situation.25 Activity and participation are related and sometimes hard to
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distinguish.25 For the purposes of this work, activities and participation will be
discussed together as complimentary, since successful completion of personal tasks
allows involvement in larger realms of life, like the community.
Methods to Assess Walking Speed
Measuring walking speed generally involves timing how long it takes a
person to walk a set distance. Walking speed is traditionally reported in m/s,
however, the specifics of testing protocols vary greatly.3,64 Walking at a variety of
speeds can be assessed using the same equipment and location simply by providing
different cues. In a controlled environment such as the clinic or in research labs, a
certain walking speed is elicited with verbal cuing. This is in contrast to the
patient’s usual environment when different walking speeds can occur as a
spontaneous response to the needs of the individual, task, or environment. There
has been an increased interest in recording walking speed and other gait variables
with electronic devices in naturalistic settings for research (e.g. during the day
outside of the clinic),39,40 but most clinicians still rely on measuring walking speed in
the controlled environment of the clinic.
The verbal cues used when assessing walking speed do result in significantly
different recorded speeds.30,33,65 Examples of the verbal cues utilized are: “walk
very slowly as if in an art gallery”33 or ”as slow as you can without stopping,”30 for
slowWS; “walk at your preferred, usual speed,”33,30 or “walk at your normal
pace”20,66 for SSWS; and “walk as fast as is safe without running”33 or ”walk as fast as
you can without running, or putting yourself at risk to fall”30 for MWS. While
walking speed is one of the most common performance-based measures of
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mobility,3 there is little consistency regarding test distance, use of assistive devices,
use of acceleration or deceleration areas, and other procedures for testing.64,67 It
appears to be more common to use shorter distances (less than 10m) for walking
speed tests in older adult populations and a 10m distance in neurological
populations.64
When different testing protocols are compared, it has been shown that verbal
cues are the most important factor determining recorded walking speed.32
However, there are other important testing protocol components. Different
distances, from between 4m to 10m, have been compared to see if the resulting
walking speeds are different.65,68,69 The results are conflicting which might be due
to the fact that different populations were investigated in each study and there were
a variety of sample sizes. One study that found a significant difference between
walking speeds at different distances for subjects presenting to an outpatient clinic
for a comprehensive gait assessment (n=288),69 while another study found no
significant difference for community-dwelling older adults at large (n=25).65
Another investigation utilizing community-dwelling participants without identified
walking problems (n=43) also found no significant difference between walking
speeds measured for 4 and 10m.68 A systematic review of testing protocols used for
assessing walking speed found that there was no association between mean
recorded walking speed and distance of the test.32 The choice of a certain distance
for walking speed assessment could depend upon the environment in which the
testing occurs, perhaps due to shorter available distances in the home, or upon an
individual’s capabilities such as not being able to walk 10m. However, it is not
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recommended that different walking test distances be used interchangeably because
the limits of agreement (using Bland-Altman plots) exceed commonly reported
amounts for meaningful change.68 This means that the difference in recorded
walking speed from a 4m test and a 10m test could be larger than an amount
expected by error. The difference in the walking speeds could therefore be
interpreted as clinically important when in fact it was due to the distance walked.
Therefore, when doing walking speed assessment, a single distance should be used
consistently with all subjects and with repeated measures over time.
A test of walking speed can be started in a variety of ways and can be also be
timed in different ways.13 Starting protocols define if the subject begins the test
from a standing position (static) or walks for a pre-determined distance before
timing begins (dynamic). In the static start protocol, timing begins immediately
when the person is told to walk. The dynamic start, which allows 1-5m of walking
before and after the actual timed area, is used to allow the subject to reach a steady
velocity prior to measuring walking speed. In two different reviews of published
literature concerning walking speed assessment, there was no correlation found
between start protocol (static/dynamic) and recorded walking speeds.32,67
However, these reviews involved studies across multiple older adult populations,
both with and without pathology and walking difficulty, and in a number of
healthcare settings. Sustakowski et al.70 using a narrower sample of only
community-dwelling older adults who were not part of interventional studies
(n=104), found that SSWS was significantly faster when using a dynamic start
protocol (mean dynamic start SSWS = 1.13 m/s, mean static start SSWS = 0.97m/s).
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A final variable in walking speed testing protocols is the timing device. Time
to walk the prescribed distance can be measured with a multitude of devices, such
as a stopwatch, photocells, or pressure-sensitive (digitized) walkways and mats.
Use of a stopwatch and pressure-sensitive mats in clinical practice to time a walk
test have been found to be reliable timing methods.68,70,71 There is a strong
correlation between speeds determined by stopwatch and photoelectric cells68 and
no significant difference between stopwatch and optokinetic timing for over ground
SSWS testing.70
For the purposes of this project, timing will occur over 10m with 5m
acceleration and deceleration zones, for a total of 20m walked.68 The walk tests will
be timed with a stopwatch as a low technology method is most relevant to typical
clinical practice. The 10m Walk Test was chosen primarily because this
investigation is interested in different walking speeds in relationship to function
and community participation. Community living demands make a longer test
distance a logical choice and perhaps more relevant, and use of the 10m Walk Test is
consistent with recommendations for walking speed measurement in older adults.68
Self-Selected Walking Speed and Body System Function
Research consistently shows that SSWS declines with age.17,32,47,66,71–73
Reports of normative data on walking speed usually separate speeds by gender,17 as
men are found to walk faster than women.66,71,73,74 SSWS is the preferred measure
for walking speed assessment, and, while it is used more often than MWS
assessment,64 the use of both is suggested for a complete clinical picture of walking
ability.13
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How fast an older adult walks is related to multiple physiological and
psychological systems5,8,9,75 which is consistent with DST of motor control. For the
musculoskeletal system, multiple measures of lower extremity strength are
associated with and predict SSWS.17,32,73,74 Different muscle groups at the hip,71,74
knee,9,47 and ankle9,47 all demonstrate a relationship to SSWS. It does not appear
that one muscle group is more strongly related to walking speed than another, but a
composite measure of lower extremity strength accounted for 20.7% of the SSWS
explained variance in a large sample of older adults (n = 668; mean age = 80.1 ±
4.4).9 It is important to note, as discussed previously, that the relationship between
lower extremity strength and walking speed is non-linear. At speeds well below
normal (<1.0 m/s), small strength increases can significantly impact SSWS, but in
speeds above 1.0 m/s, increases in strength do not significantly change SSWS.9,46
In addition to leg strength, the function of the cardiovascular, pulmonary, and
metabolic systems, as indicated by oxygen consumption (VO2), also impact walking
speed. Peak VO2 during walking,74 VO2 max,47 average VO2 per meter walked,76 and
reserve VO2,74 defined as the difference between peak and standing VO2, are all
positively correlated with SSWS. There is evidence that older adults utilize a greater
proportion of reserve VO2 at their SSWS when compared to younger adults.74 This
may explain why older adults walk slower, as a possible adaptation to minimize
energy expenditure.74,76 It appears that energy consumption also has a non-linear
relationship to both age and speed.74,76 Schrack and colleagues demonstrated that
after the age of 80, when compared to adults aged 65-80, the metabolic cost per
meter walked increases more rapidly and gait speed decreases faster.76 In another
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study, Buchner, et al47 found that the association between VO2 max and SSWS is
smaller when fitness levels are high than when fitness levels are low. Additionally,
their work suggests that strength may partially compensate for reduced aerobic
capacity (VO2max) especially when a person walks at a faster SSWS.47 These nonlinear relationships are a prime example of the dynamic self-organization of
systems, whereby changes in one system cause changing interactions with other
systems and allow the organism to still produce the desired walking behavior.
Other measures of function and body system impairment, such as cognition,
are also related to walking speed. Cognitive function itself can predict SSWS77,78 in
samples of community-dwelling older adults, but more commonly SSWS is used to
predict future cognitive decline.14,79,80,81 In a longitudinal study following older
adults for up to 9 years, a SSWS of less than 1.0 m/s resulted in a two-fold increase
in risk of developing any type of dementia and a particularly high risk (12x) of
developing vascular dementia.81 Other research corroborates the ability of SSWS to
predict cognitive decline years before its manifestation,14,79,80 although interestingly
both speed predicting cognitive decline and cognitive decline predicting a slow
SSWS has been shown.82 Of the many cognitive domains that can be measured,
executive function is found to be associated with SSWS more often than processing
speed, global cognitive ability, visuospatial ability, or memory.77,78,80,82,83
Depression is another measure of cognitive/psychological function that has
also been found to relate to walking speed.9,84 Older adults with persistent
depression lasting several years have significantly slower SSWS when compared to
those without depression.84 In a sample of 152 older adults (mean age = 75 ± 4.4
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years) enrolled in two different exercise interventions, it was found that age,
gender, height, lower extremity strength, VO2 max, physical health status, and
depression were all significantly correlated with SSWS.47 Only changes in
depression and health status, however, were independent predictors of changes in
SSWS following exercise interventions.47 In another study, while depression was
found to be associated with SSWS, other measures of psychological function and
wellness (e.g. vitality) had stronger relationships.9 As these studies are based upon
correlation, whether or not certain aspects of psychological function cause a slower
walking speed cannot be determined. On the other hand, it appears some type of
relationship exists between depression and slow SSWS, as the presence of both
better predicts a first fall85 and the development of greater disability in older adults
than either depression or slow SSWS alone.86
Self-Selected Walking Speed: Activities and Participation
As SSWS has strong relationships to strength, cardiopulmonary endurance,
and cognitive/psychological factors, it should not be surprising that when SSWS
slows it is strongly correlated to and can predict function, disability,
institutionalization, and death. Too often, for an older adult, multiple coimpairments accumulate and eventually create walking difficulty.8,75 The more
body systems that have pathology (i.e. diabetes, arthritis, coronary artery disease,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, obesity), the more likely it is that a person
will walk slowly, at less than 1.0 m/s.5 This higher physiologic burden from
pathology, especially as it requires more energy for the activity,76 not only impacts
walking itself but also affects functional tasks that involve mobility. Once older
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adults start modifying performance or have difficulty with daily tasks such as
walking as well as basic and instrumental activities of daily living (ADLs and IADLs
respectively), they are at greater risk for dependence in functional status and
development of larger scale disability.24,87 SSWS is one tool that can predict
functional status deficits, like the history of or future occurrence of a fall, ADL and
IADL difficulty, and institutionalization.14
ADLs, including tasks like dressing, bathing, eating, and getting in and out of
bed, and IADLs, like household chores, shopping, and managing money, are related
to walking speed.14 After following older adults for three years (n = 884, mean age
78.7 ± 8 years), Onder and colleagues57 found a slower SSWS was significantly
related to the onset of ADL disability. It also appears that the slower a person’s
SSWS is, the greater the risk of deficits in multiple ADLs.88 SSWS has also been
found to be significantly different in older adults who reported no IADL difficulty
and those that had IADL difficulty in a cross-sectional study of 2420 older adults
(mean age 74.1 ± 6.2 years).89 However, receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis
used to explore the ability of gait speed to identify those with IADL disability
resulted in an area under the curve (AUC) of less than 0.7, which is generally
considered a poor discriminating ability.90 This may be because SSWS does not
have the same predictive power for all IADLs.91 Therefore, using gait speed to
predict general IADL disability may not be as useful as predicting certain IADL
difficulty, like grocery shopping or preparing a hot meal, which had AUCs >0.8.91
Falls are generally multi-factorial in nature, and SSWS is one of many
measures that can identify a history of falls and risk for future falls.92 The SSWS cut
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point to predict faller status and future falls varies from 0.67 to 1.0 m/s, depending
on the study.21,42,85,93 Middleton et al.42 demonstrated not only that SSWS is
significantly associated with fall status, but also that a cut point of <0.76 m/s
produced the best ability to discriminate current faller and non-faller status. A
similar cut point of <0.7 m/s demonstrated the ability to predict future falls even
after controlling for a prior history of falling in a sample of community-dwelling
older adults (n = 102; mean age 79.6 ± 4 years).21
Other work corroborates the ability of SSWS to predict future falling.93,94
These findings suggest that for every decrease in SSWS of 0.1m/s93 – 0.15m/s94 per
year, there is an increased risk for falling. However, the relationship to falling seems
to be U-shaped indicating that those at the slowest and fastest SSWSs are at the
greatest risk.94 In this prospective study of 763 older adults, Quach et al.94
demonstrated not only that those who walked slower than 0.6 m/s and faster than
1.3 m/s were more than two times more likely to fall, but also that those who
walked slower fell more often indoors and those who walked faster fell more
frequently outdoors. It is possible that those who are more physically able are
outside more and engaging in higher level activity that then places them at a higher
fall risk. Conversely, those who walk more slowly may not leave their homes as
much, have more comorbidities, and therefore fall indoors. It is important to note
that in this study, the subject’s chosen SSWS was the determinant of fall risk, not the
ability to produce faster or slower walking speeds since subjects were not asked to
walk at any speed other than SSWS.
SSWS also predicts mobility disability, commonly defined as being unable to
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walk 0.25-1.0 miles and go up and down stairs.3 A SSWS < 1.0 m/s more than
doubles the risk of having severe difficulty walking 0.25 miles and going up and
down stairs (Risk Ratio (RR) 2.29 [1.63–3.20, 95% confidence interval]) even after
adjusting for covariates.20 Using SSWS alone was found as useful as an entire
battery of tests to predict mobility disability.36 Additionally, a slow baseline SSWS
(<0.7 m/s) predicts the need for a caregiver 2 years before that assistance is
needed.21
SSWS can predict hospitalization and institutionalization as well.14 In the
Health, Aging, and Body Composition Study,20 older adults who walked less than 1.0
m/s were found to have increased risk of hospitalization, in spite of this sample
being considered to be relatively healthy. If gait velocity is separated into high
SSWS (>1.1 m/s), medium SSWS (between 0.7 and 1.1 m/s), and low SSWS (<0.7
m/s), those who walked the slowest had almost 6 times the risk of being
hospitalized when compared to faster walking older adults.21
SSWS predicts not only health service use,95 it also predicts mortality.20,58,96–
98

For every 0.1 m/s improvement in SSWS over a year, frail older male veterans

had lower costs and fewer days hospitalized even after adjusting for baseline
speed.95 After adverse events like hospitalization, therapists strive to improve
function in older adult patients. Importantly, it has been demonstrated that if SSWS
improves over a one year period, it is strongly related to survival over the next 8
years.96 Out of a battery of physical performance tests, SSWS was one of only three
measures that independently predicted mortality in both males and females (n =
2096; mean age = 75.2 ± 6.1).98 Another measure linked to mortality in this study,
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the Short Physical Performance Battery, includes SSWS as one of its components,
which suggests that just measuring SSWS may be just as useful as the longer test.
In a pooled analysis of nine epidemiological studies, Studenski and
colleagues58 demonstrated that SSWS is consistently related to survival. The models
they constructed from this analysis use SSWS, age, and gender to provide predicted
mean survival in years. Based upon their analysis, median life expectancy for males
and females, age 70, with a SSWS of 1.2 m/s is another 17 or 22 years, respectively.
If, however, SSWS is slower at 0.8 m/s, 70-year-old males and females would be
expected to live only another 12 or 17 years, respectively. The relationship between
SSWS and survival remains even into much older age,58,97 and is one of the few
predictors that remains useful in nonagenarians.4 In a study of adults age 85 and
older with much slower than normal SSWS, usual gait speed remained a predictor of
mortality even with chronic diseases such as heart failure and dementia statistically
controlled.97 In this sample of oldest-old adults, a much higher risk of death was
seen when SSWS was less than 0.5 m/s.
Psychometric Properties of SSWS
Not only is walking speed related to numerous physiologic systems and
predictive of multiple health outcomes, it also a very consistent measure. Intratester or test-retest reliability is excellent (ICC = 0.999 - 0.90371; r = 0.9772- 0.9847)
for SSWS in unimpaired, community-dwelling older adults. Test-retest reliability of
walking speed is high regardless of testing distance,68 patient populations,64 or
study setting.100 SSWS relates strongly to other measures of functional mobility like
the Timed Up and Go Test.91 In addition, the standard error of measurement (SEM)
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for SSWS is relatively small, which provides another indication of the reliability of
this measure (SEMs ranging from 0.004 – 0.18 m/s66,68,99,101,102). Minimal detectable
change (MDC) and minimal detectable difference (MDD) values, as measures of the
amount of change needed to be true change and not error, are also relatively small
(MDC90 = 0.01-0.1968,99; MDD90 = 0.07-0.28,66 with the much larger values from a
small sample size of older adults over the age of 90).
In clinical practice, serial measurements are important to demonstrate
change in walking speed with intervention. In these instances, knowing how
responsive the measure is, or how much change is perceived to show meaningful
improvement or deterioration, is essential. Meaningful change can be determined
from distribution-based measures like the SEM, MDD, or MDC, and effect sizes or
from anchor-based measures like self-reported perception of ability.102 Small effect
sizes for walking speed have been reported as 0.03–0.06 m/s and moderate effects
as 0.08-0.14 m/s. 100–102 Anchor-based estimates of meaningful change range from
0.03-0.1 m/s.102 Overall, the small and substantial meaningful change amounts
recommended are the same for the 4m and 10m walking speed test distances: 0.05
m/s would indicate a small change and 0.10 m/s a substantial change in walking
speed.101
Maximum Walking Speed and Body Structure and Function
Maximum walking speed (MWS) measures the speed a person walks over a
set distance when generally cued to walk “as fast as you can safely without
running.”71 Like SSWS, MWS decreases with age18,63,66,71,103 and is significantly
related to lower extremity strength.63,71,104,105 Studies suggest that ankle plantar
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flexion force production, particularly the ability to rapidly produce force, is a
significant contributor to MWS.63,105 In addition, MWS is significantly associated
with knee extension71,104 and mediolateral control of the hip, attributed to the hip
abductors.63 It also seems that with increasing age there is an exacerbated decline
in mediolateral control at the ankle and hip when walking at MWS compared with
SSWS.63 The cause has not been determined, but researchers hypothesize this could
indicate reduced capacity to control movement at higher speeds.63 Accelerated
physiologic change across multiple systems with increased age may be one
explanation why MWS and its control decline earlier and faster than SSWS with each
decade of life.
Older individuals with cognitive dysfunction tend to have slower MWS as
well.79,106,107,108 A significant and progressive decline in SSWS and MWS is seen in
comparisons between older adults with normal cognition and those with mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), mild dementia, and moderate dementia.108 In a crosssectional study, Beauchet and colleagues106 found that both SSWS and MWS differed
significantly between cognitively healthy and those with mild Alzheimer’s disease
and also differed between those with MCI and mild Alzheimer’s Disease. Their
findings also suggest that higher stride time variability was specifically related with
MCI during MWS only. Stride time variability is a measure of the reliability of lower
limb movement. More limb movement variability at MWS could indicate that
walking fast is more challenging than SSWS, less automatic, and requires more
cognitive resources. This may explain why those with cognitive deficits have more
difficulty walking faster.
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Those who cannot walk as fast at maximum speed have poorer performance
on several types of cognitive tests, including tests of verbal fluency, psychomotor
speed, executive function, visual memory, and global cognition.107 However, in a
longitudinal analysis and independent from associated covariates, only tests of
verbal fluency and psychomotor speed were associated with baseline MWS and
MWS decline over time.107 MWS can also better predict significant cognitive decline
when compared with SSWS or the Walking While Talking Test in models adjusted
for age, gender, BMI, education, depression, visual acuity, and baseline Mini-Mental
State Examination (n = 584; mean age = 74.6 ± 5.3).79 In this sample, people with
MWS of less than 1.49 m/s had almost three times the risk of developing significant
cognitive decline over the next three years (odds ratio [95% CI] = 2.714[1.348–
5.463]).
Maximum Walking Speed, Activities, and Participation
Relationships among balance, falls, and MWS have been demonstrated,42,104
although these relationships have not been investigated as extensively as those with
SSWS. Simple balance measures are significantly related to MWS,104 but MWS
relationship to falls is conflicting. Slower MWS is associated with fall status in one
sample and indicates that MWS of less than 1.13 m/s best identifies those likely to
be fallers, defined as having one or more falls in the last 12 months.42 In contrast,
another study showed that MWS was not associated with fall status.104 Currently,
the usefulness of MWS to identify fallers, as indicated by likelihood ratios (LR), is
only small (+LR 1.93; -LR 0.39) and similar to that of SSWS.42
MWS, like SSWS, shows a non-linear relationship to fall status. When asked
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to walk fast, those in the lowest and highest quartiles of MWS are more likely to be
multiple fallers, with the lowest MWS quartile being less than 1.396 m/s and the
fastest being more than 1.756 m/s.104 The risk of falling more than once is much
greater in those who walk very fast even after adjusting for common covariates.104
If the ability to adequately control movement is lost at a very fast walking speed,
perhaps a person’s system has not appropriately transitioned to running as would
be expected by DST.44 Continuing to walk at such a high speed is predicted to be
inefficient as it does not take advantage of stored elastic energy44 and this
inefficiency may, therefore, result in the body’s inability to control a rapidly moving
center of mass.
MWS provides insight into self-care skills, disability, health status, and
quality of life.15,18,103,109 In a sample of adults 65-74 years old, a slower MWS better
predicted future functional dependence than SSWS, even after controlling for age,
gender, and chronic conditions (hazard ratio for slowest quartile of MWS = 5.15 and
SSWS = 2.43).15 Interestingly, in this same study, SSWS was a better predictor in
adults aged 75 years and older suggesting that the predictive ability of different
walking speeds may be age dependent.15 Disability, evaluated through several selfreport scales and indicating difficulty with walking 0.5 mile, stairs, basic ADLs and
IADLs, can also be predicted by MWS.18 In a large population based sample, slower
MWS and faster decline in MWS over time were independent predictors of disability,
with those developing disability having a 20% faster decline in MWS (n = 3814;
mean age = 73.2 ± 4.6).18
If those who have the slowest MWS have more functional dependence, it is
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not surprising that they also rate their health103 and health-related quality of life109
as worse. Out of several performance-based and self-reports measures, selfreported health status was the only factor independently associated with MWS and
self-reported difficulty walking.103 In regression analysis, MWS was the largest
independent contributor to the physical component of a health-related quality of life
measure, while SSWS was not found to be related. The cause for the differing
relationships between MWS and SSWS and quality of life is not known, but, as MWS
is more highly correlated with measures of functional fitness,110 it may be that MWS
better indicates the physical abilities that allow individuals to engage in activities
that increase life satisfaction.
Finally, there is some evidence that MWS, like SSWS, is related to mortality.23
Both a slow MWS and a larger decline in MWS over time predict mortality, with a
substantial decline in MWS of 0.08 m/s per year resulting in a 1.4x greater chance of
death.23 However, this decline in MWS is just under reported values for the minimal
detectable difference or change,66,99 making the clinical utility of this investigation’s
findings questionable. The evidence for the relationship between MWS and
mortality is not as robust as it is for SSWS, and there is no indication that MWS can
predict mortality better than SSWS.58
Psychometric Properties of Maximum Walking Speed
For MWS, test-retest reliability has also been investigated and intra-class
correlation coefficients are excellent (ICC = 0.86 - 0.96).18,23,71,72,99 There are only
two studies reporting the SEM for MWS. Both studies utilized computerized mats
that detect spatial and temporal aspects of gait.66,99 These studies reported a
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slightly higher SEM for MWS than for SSWS (0.0466 - 0.0999 for MWS versus 0.029866
- 0.0899 for SSWS). Minimal detectable change and minimal detectable difference
values, measures of the amount of change needed to be true change and not error,
are also relatively small for MWS (MDC90 = 0.2199; MDD90 = 0.1-0.48, depending on
decade of age from 70-99 years66).
Slow Walking Speed
While we know that slower than normal SSWS is related to pathologic
processes in multiple systems,8 reduced function,57 and mortality,58 little is known
about the relationship between intentionally walking at a slower speed and the
body’s systems, function, or participation in community-dwelling older adults.
Adjusting speed, by both walking faster and slower, provides an adaptability
mechanism that allows success with a variety of tasks in a variety of
environments.10 There is evidence that deceleration (as well as acceleration) is
inherently different and more challenging than steady-state walking.111 Therefore,
if deceleration is difficult, then walking at a slow speed may also be difficult for
those with reduced strength or postural control.
The research surrounding intentionally walking at a slow speed (slowWS) is
sparse and investigates muscle forces and patterns,59 measures of segmental
coordination,60 and gait variability.30,61 This literature review did not uncover
investigations into slowWS and the common correlates seen with SSWS or MWS,
like measures of balance, endurance, cognition, falls, or functional ability. Walking
slowly appears to require different patterns of muscle activity, most likely due to the
loss of momentum and lower loading responses at slower speeds.59 Additionally,
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walking slowly requires increased attention.19 If the body’s various physiologic
systems need to produce a different output at a slow walking speed and this
requires more attention, then slowWS might be less automatic and more of a motor
control challenge when compared with SSWS or MWS.30 If walking slowly is more
difficult, this might present a unique challenge for older adults who have alterations
in multiple body systems with age that impact walking.
Both younger and older adults demonstrate changes in muscle activation,
movement patterns, and gait variability during slow walking speeds.30,33,61 There is
inconsistent evidence about whether older adults always have more variability than
younger adults.33,112 Gait variability involves looking at step-by-step fluctuations in
the spatiotemporal aspects of walking,112 but there are other measures like
smoothness of movement that also describe fluctuations in performance during
walking.33 Generally, more variability is believed to represent disruptions in motor
control,112 although, as mentioned previously, there is an optimal amount of
variability that allows a flexible but stable pattern of walking. At slower speeds,
adults in multiple age groups have been observed to have reduced trunk
smoothness,33 reduced amplitude of muscle activity,59 less trunk rotation and pelvic
tilt but a larger lateral and anterior-posterior displacement of the thoracic center of
mass,62 and a more “en-bloc” trunk pattern when turning slowly.60 If variability
increases at slower speeds regardless of age and adults tend to walk slower with
age, then the observed increased variability in older adults may simply be a result of
their walking speed and not something inherently related to aging physiologic
systems.30,61 However, step width variability remains even after controlling for
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speed,30 and older adults do have more trunk rotation, pelvic tilt, and lateral as well
as anterior-posterior trunk movements when compared to younger adults walking
at the same slowWS.62 There is also evidence that the greater gait variability
observed in older adults is more strongly related to flexibility and strength.61
Slower walking in older adults, by virtue of the differences discussed above,
appears to pose different challenges for motor control than other walking speeds.
Greater step width variability could suggest problems with balance, and timing
fluctuations could potentially be related to attention and other cognitive factors.30
In younger healthy adults, slow walking speed requires more attention, which
suggests a reduction in gait automaticity.19 Since mild cognitive changes and
alterations in strength and flexibility are not unusual with age, even in normal aging,
the ability to walk slowly may be impaired. While slow walking may not appear
important when SSWS tends to decline with age anyway, it should be noted that
having a range of available walking speeds is considered normal and essential to
walking adaptability.10 Currently, there is little work exploring the range of speeds
people can walk, from very slow to very fast. Exceptional clinical assessment of
walking speed may include MWS in addition to SSWS to demonstrate some
adaptability with walking, but the ability to walk at slower speeds has garnered
little attention in spite of slowWS potentially being the most challenging walking
condition.
Psychometric Properties of Slow Walking Speed
There have not been any identified studies in community-dwelling older
adults without pathology involving the determination of reliability, error, or
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minimal detectable change for slowWS measurement. One study involving control
subjects without impairment (mean age 43 years, SD=11.6), reported SEM for
walking “slow, slower, and very slow” ranging from 0.01-0.04.113 Two studies
investigating slower walking speeds as challenging walking conditions reported that
subjects were able to significantly alter speed based upon the verbal cues utilized
for maximum, self-selected, and slower walking speeds.30,33 Although the evidence
is sparse, these studies indicate that a range of available walking speeds can be
elicited by using different cues and could be accomplished during clinical
assessment.
Measuring the Ability to Change Walking Speed
While prior research indicates 1) that walking speed declines with age; 2)
that both SSWS and MWS are related to physiological and psychological function,
daily activity, and participation; 3) that SSWS and MWS are important predictors of
morbidity and mortality; and 4) that the motor control of slow walking may be more
challenging than with other speeds, very little investigation has centered on the
entire range of walking speeds needed for optimal mobility and independence. It
may be important to look at more than SSWS, as even older adults with SSWS > 1.0
m/s have significant rates of adverse outcomes, including increased mobility
disability rates.20 Walking slower or faster allows a connection to environment or
task, such as walking quickly to avoid traffic or to get to the bathroom in time and
walking slowly to observe something that looks interesting or because of
encountering a crowded area. Indeed, changing walking speed has been observed
during crossing the street114 and has been linked to the ability or inability to
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successfully recover from slipping.115 This concept of walking speed adaptability,
specifically the ability to purposefully increase speed when needed, has been
termed walking speed reserve (WSR).42
WSR has been calculated both as the difference between MWS and SSWS
(WSR = MWS-SSWS) and as a ratio (MWS/SSWS) and quantifies how much a person
can speed up. Only a few studies have involved WSR to date and no studies were
found that looked at a walking speed reserve for the ability to slow down. If both
SSWS and MWS decrease with age, it is possible that WSR could remain fairly
constant, or within a narrow range, across the lifespan. However, when WSR is
calculated from studies that report both MWS and SSWS, it can be inferred that WSR
might also decline with age indicating a greater decrease in MWS relative to SSWS.
Bohannon reported mean SSWS and MWS by decade in men and women from ages
20 to 79 (n=230).71 In the 20s, both men and women had a mean calculated WSR
difference (MWS-SSWS) over 1.0 m/s, but this fell to 0.74 and 0.48 m/s for men and
women in their 70s, respectively. In another study (n=118), women also had lower
calculated WSR with a decline noted in the 9th decade, while a decline in WSR for
men occurred earlier between the 7th and 8th decades.66 A review of the data from
the InCHIANTI study,4 a longitudinal study with a 14-year follow up period,
indicates that MWS declines earlier than SSWS. This would seem to indicate that
WSR should decline over time, but this has not been specifically studied and
whether or not changes in WSR over a lifetime are significant is also unknown. It is
important to note, based on calculations from the available literature that some
amount of WSR does appear to be preserved across the lifespan. In light of this,
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clients who cannot change speed at all could be a particularly high-risk population
and warrant further assessment and intervention.
Those with varied physiological or psychological capacity also appear to
retain the ability to increase speed and have a WSR. In a sample of older adults
stratified by functional fitness levels (n=57), calculating the mean WSR difference
from the reported mean SSWS and MWS indicates that those with higher fitness
have a larger WSR than those with lower fitness (0.55 versus 0.28 m/s,
respectively).110 These two groups of older adults both had mean SSWS that were
normal, but they had different abilities with respect to the range of walking speeds
available for community mobility. This difference appears to be due to the
significantly larger MWS in those with higher functional fitness. Deshpande and
colleagues,79 in a population based study, divided subjects into quartiles based on
their Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores and collected both SSWS and
MWS. Calculating mean WSR from that reported data indicates that those with the
highest MMSE scores had a higher WSR of 0.3 m/s, and those with the lowest MMSE
scores had a lower WSR of 0.22m/s. It is unknown if this difference is significant,
however. Definitive conclusions cannot be made from these works as WSR was not
the focus of the investigations, but since MWS is linked to processing speed107 those
with cognitive deficits might find changing speed particularly challenging.
Callisaya and colleagues did specifically investigate walking speed reserve in
two separate studies of older adults.104,108 In the first study, the ability to increase
speed was expressed as a percentage increase in speed from SSWS to MWS (MWSSSWS/SSWS x 100) rather than as WSR difference (MWS-SSWS) in relationship to
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falls.104 A smaller preferred-to-fast speed percentage was significantly related to
poorer memory and processing speed but not to quadriceps strength or a simple
balance measure. This analysis of 155 older adults did not find falls to be related to
the ability to change from a preferred to fast walking speed. Walking speed reserve,
both as a percentage increase and as a difference, was also part of another
investigation looking into the relationships between walking speed and cognition.108
In this study, the older adult subjects were separated into several groups based
upon a battery of cognitive tests: without cognitive deficit, mild cognitive
impairment, mild and moderate dementia. WSR difference (MWS-SSWS), SSWS, and
MWS were all found to significantly relate to cognitive status, but WSR as a
percentage did not have a significant relationship to cognition. The authors suggest
that a smaller WSR might impact community access and also indicate deteriorating
cognitive and physiological ability.
WSR has specifically been the focus in only a few other studies.42,116–118 In a
sample of community-dwelling older adults (n=217), WSR significantly related to a
past history of falls.42 The fallers walked significantly slower for SSWS and MWS
than the nonfallers and also had a significantly lower WSR (0.22 vs. 0.31 m/s for
fallers and nonfallers respectively).42 However, SSWS and MWS were determined to
be better predictors of falls based upon receiver operating curve analysis (AUC for
SSWS, MWS, WSR: 0.69, 0.71, 0.64, respectively). One important limitation of this
study is the use of both the 3m and 10m test for assessing gait speed. While all
individuals had the same method used for both SSWS and MWS assessment (3 or
10m), different subjects had either the 3m or 10m walk test used depending on
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where their assessment took place. As has been discussed, different distances for
walking speed assessment potentially have enough discrepancy between them to
exceed measurement error, which suggest that a single consistent testing distance
should be used throughout a study.68
WSR was also found to be a significant predictor of daily ambulatory activity,
but explained much less variation in steps per day than SSWS.116 This smaller study
(n=67) used linear regression modeling and demonstrated that SSWS explained
51% of the variance in steps per day and WSR as a ratio (MWS/SSWS) only
explained 6%, causing the authors to decide that SSWS was the better predictor of
community ambulatory ability indicated by steps per day.
Finally, WSR has begun to be investigated in adults with pathology. In a
sample of adults with chronic stroke, balance measured by the Berg Balance Score
was significantly related to WSR (r = 0.74), while age was not.117 A majority (59%)
of the subjects in this study were unable to increase walking speed at all. This
indicated a lack of walking speed adaptability, specifically the ability to increase
speed above SSWS, which can be problematic for community mobility. WSR has also
been investigated in persons with multiple sclerosis (MS).118 Similar to individuals
with chronic stroke, WSR was found to be significantly related to balance (FourSquare Step Test) and falls efficacy (Falls Efficacy Scale), although these were weak
relationships (r = -0.283 and r = -0.282 respectively). A significantly smaller WSR
was observed with those with moderate MS (WSR = 0.38) compared to those with
mild MS (WSR = 0.52). This indicates that the ability to adapt walking speed might
worsen with increasing disease burden, which coincides with the DST concept that
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difficulty with mobility occurs once systems can no longer self-organize in a way
that compensates for impairment.
Thus far, direct investigation of WSR has not demonstrated a stronger
relationship than SSWS to discrete events like falls or number of steps per day than
SSWS. Steps per day, however, may actually measure endurance more than the
range of walking speeds available for use in the community. It is possible that the
ability to produce different walking speeds is more closely related to function (such
as ADLs or IADLs) or how frequently or widely a person accesses the community
than the other measures studied to date. Perhaps the total range of speeds a person
can walk might better quantify the concept of WSR because it would take into
account the ability to both increase and decrease speed from an individual’s SSWS.
Therefore, this work will investigate the concept of total walking speed range
(TWSR), the total range of available speeds from slow to fast walking, as one
measure of gait adaptability that could represent a more complete measure of
multisystem ability to adapt walking speed for function and community mobility.

Summary
A review of dynamic systems theory and the literature pertinent to walking
speed has led to the conclusion that walking involves a complex interaction of
multiple systems. This dynamic, non-linear interaction allows a person to adapt
walking speed to task or environment by walking faster or slower, but there is little
information about systematic assessment of this adaptability. This study seeks to
expand the concept of walking speed reserve, as a measure of gait adaptability, to
include both the ability to walk faster and slower than SSWS. The expanded concept
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of WSR will be referred to as total walking speed range (TWSR) to differentiate it
from the already published data on WSR. TWSR will be calculated as the difference
between MWS and slowWS (TWSR = MWS-slowWS). By assessing the ability to
walk both faster and slower than SSWS, TWSR could provide a useful and practical
way to assess the ability to adapt walking to various tasks and environments. TWSR
could also provide a summary measure of how multiple systems organize to meet
mobility challenges related to available walking speeds. If there is a predictive
relationship between TWSR and community participation, it could provide a quick
way to predict a person’s mobility in the community. The main objectives of this
research project are to investigate the relationships between TWSR and community
participation as well as measures of function, and to determine if TWSR can predict
function, disability, and community mobility in a sample of community-dwelling
older adults.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Introduction
The following methodology was developed to address the stated research
aims. The Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology
(STROBE)119 guidelines were utilized in an effort to strengthen the methodology
and to adequately prepare for post-study reporting and publication. The main aim
of this study was to assess whether a relationship exists between the range of
walking speeds a person can produce, from slow to fast, and whether this range of
walking speeds can predict function, disability, and community mobility.
Community mobility was measured in terms of life-space, a concept that will be
discussed in this chapter.

Research Methods
This study utilized a cross-sectional, observational design using a
convenience sample of community-dwelling older adults. Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approval was sought and received from Nova Southeastern University.
Participant Recruitment
Recruitment occurred using fliers posted in Pittsburgh area senior centers,
places of worship, grocery stores, pharmacies, YMCAs, as well as through social
media and information sessions. Recruitment began in January 2019 and continued
through the beginning of June 2019. A copy of the recruitment flier can be found in
Appendix A. Data collection took place in two churches, two YMCAs, and three
senior centers around the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania region. Letters of agreement
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were obtained from all sites, and an example letter is located in Appendix B.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Participants needed to meet all of the following criteria for inclusion: age of
65 years or older at last birthday, able to transfer and walk independently at least
20m with or without an assistive device, and living independently in a home,
apartment, or condo in the community (including senior high-rise apartments or
independent living facilities). Participants were excluded if any of the following
applied: they were unable to comprehend spoken English or communicate verbally
in English during initial phone contact, were unable to follow directions during
initial phone screening, had a known diagnosis of dementia, had surgery or
hospitalization within the last 6 months, had a diagnosis of Parkinson’s or CVA, were
on hospice, had active cancer undergoing current treatment, lived in a nursing home
or assisted living facility, or were currently receiving physical therapy for gait,
balance, or LE issues.
Sample Size
The determination of sample size was completed using G*Power© version
3.1.9.3,120 using the multiple linear regression fixed model, with an estimated
medium effect size (0.15). Measures of function, disability, and life space ultimately
were the dependent/outcome variables in these analyses, with multiple possible
predictor variables. The exact number of predictor variables was unknown at the
beginning of the study design. G*Power analysis indicated a required sample size of
n = 109, to account for up to 8 possible predictors and to detect significance with a £
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0.05 and a statistical power greater than 80%.
Procedures
The principal investigator (PI) posted fliers at various community locations
and also offered information sessions at several churches and senior centers.
Recruitment fliers contained the email and phone contact information for the
principal investigator. Once potential participants indicated interest, a research
assistant or the PI conducted an initial phone call that explained the study purpose
and provided information on what participation would entail. If the person was still
interested in participating, the PI or research assistant determined eligibility based
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. If eligible, the investigator obtained verbal
informed consent and scheduled the participant for data collection at a mutually
agreeable time and location. Investigators also instructed participants to wear
comfortable clothing and shoes suitable for a walking exercise activity. Information
was collected about the number of interested participants, the number that were
ineligible, and the reasons why participants were found to be ineligible.
Once deemed eligible for the study, participants were asked to travel to one
of the testing sites. Before data collection, investigators reviewed the consent form
with each participant and gave the opportunity for questions to be asked prior to
signing. All informed consent forms are kept in a file cabinet in a locked office.
Appendix C contains the IRB approved informed consent form.
For each participant, data collection occurred in the same order (Table 1),
with the exception of the depression screen which is explained in the detailed
information about that test. For safety, the PI supervised participants closely
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(slightly behind and to the side) during physical performance tests. The PI timed
and scored all of the mobility physical performance tests for improved reliability
(e.g. walking speeds, balance), except for slowWS. Both the PI and research
assistant timed participants for slowWS in order to assess interrater reliability.
Table 1: Testing Order and Information
Test/Measure Name

ICF domain

1. Demographic
information (height,
weight, functional
comorbidity index, h/o
falls)

Body structure/function

2. 5 Times Sit to Stand

Body structure/function
and Activity

3. Montreal Cognitive
Assessment

Body structure/function

Performance

4. Walking speed
assessments (slow, selfselected, and maximal)
5. University of AlabamaLife Space Assessment

Activity

Performance

Participation

Self-report

6. Community Balance and
Mobility Scale

Activity

Performance

7. Late-Life Function and
Disability Instrument

Activity and Participation

Self-report

8. **Geriatric Depression
Scale-15

Body structure/function

Self-report

Activity (for falls)

Self-report or
performance measure
Performance (height/
weight)
Self-report (FCI, falls,
other demographic
information)
Performance

** half of the subjects had the Geriatric Depression Scale-15 placed before the Late Life Function and
Disability Instrument instead of at the end of testing

A research assistant or the PI collected the self-report and any performance
tests that were gathered in writing (e.g. cognitive or depression screens). Research
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assistants were trained in all study procedures, and standardized instructions for
each test and measure were used and included in a research manual. Any measures
that required permission, the PI obtained permission prior to use. Additionally,
testing occurred with the PI present and available for any questions about
procedure. For data collected in written format, every effort was made to print
forms in fonts large enough to read easily. If a participant had difficulty reading the
forms, the examiner assisted by reading the forms aloud.
Participants were allowed to request to stop the data collection session at
any time for questions, to rest, or to indicate a desire to not answer a question or to
not participate further. During data collection, the PI monitored participants for any
difficulties. If a participant showed signs of extreme fatigue, became uncoordinated,
had difficulty breathing, became confused, or had chest pain, this was considered a
safety concern. If those symptoms occurred, testing stopped, and the participant
was assessed and had the potential to be removed early from the study.
Additionally, if any test results indicated a possible pathological process (such as a
cognitive impairment or depression), the participant was encouraged to present this
information to his/her physician for discussion and further investigation.
Once participants completed testing, they were given a $10 gift card in
appreciation for their time. If participants asked about their performance after data
collection was finished, they were offered information about norms for the sit to
stand test and walking speeds. Participants were also encouraged to self-identify
items that were difficult to perform (such as the balance test or cognitive screen
items) and to discuss these with their physician.
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The following discussions outline specific procedures that were used
throughout the study for each measured variable.
Demographic Information
Participants completed a form to collect general demographic information
(Appendix D). The PI or research assistant answered any questions participants had
at the time the form was completed. The general intake demographic information
included: age, gender, race, living arrangements (house, apartment, live alone or
with someone), use of adaptive equipment or assistive devices, most frequent mode
of transportation (driving, public transportation, rides with others), frequency/
amount and type of regular exercise, and self-reported number of falls experienced
over the last 12 months. The number of reported exercise bouts per week
multiplied by the reported average number of minutes exercised in each exercise
bout calculated the average minutes of weekly exercise. A fall was defined as an
event where the participant came to rest unintentionally at a lower level or the
ground, unrelated to a medical event or an overwhelming external force.92 The
operational definition of a fall was discussed with each participant. If a participant
reported a history of falls, the investigator asked about the circumstances
surrounding each self-reported fall in order to determine if the fall met the stated
definition. The final of number of falls was then determined by the PI based on this
questioning. Faller status was dichotomized as “yes/faller” when 1 or more falls
were reported and “no/non-faller” when no falls were reported.
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Functional Comorbidity Index (FCI)
No gold standard exists for collecting information about comorbid
conditions.121 Frequently, subjects are asked to identify medical history or are
asked about a researcher-developed list of diagnoses.89,122 For this study, comorbid
conditions were assessed using the Functional Comorbidity Index and completed as
part of the written general demographic information questionnaire (see Appendix
D). The FCI asks, “Do you take medication for or have you been told you have any of
the following medical conditions?” and then provides 18 different condition
categories for the participant to consider.
The FCI was developed for the general population with function as the
outcome of interest rather than mortality, which is often the outcome of interest
with other frequently used comorbidity indices.123 The Medical Outcomes Study
Questionnaire (also called the SF-36), a measure of health-related quality of life, and
the FCI are significantly correlated with Pearson correlation coefficients ranging
from -0.32 to -0.47 for the various sub-scales of the SF-36.124 The correlation with
the SF-36 physical functioning subscale is the strongest and considered fair (r =
-0.47). The FCI was found to account for more variation in the physical function
sub-score than the Charlson or Kaplan-Feinstein comorbidity indices, two other
commonly used comorbidity indices.123 The FCI has been used in a larger
population based study concerning multi-morbidity125 as well as studies in a variety
of populations: those with multiple orthopedic conditions,126 with rotator cuff
tears,127 and those participating in a program for all-inclusive care for the elderly.128
Containing 18 diagnoses or conditions, the FCI was scored with a simple
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“yes” or “no” indicating the presence or absence of the conditions. All “yes” answers
were summed, yielding a score between 0 and 18. Higher scores indicate a higher
number of comorbidities. There is scant literature concerning the validation of this
index other than the original work that used data from two large Canadian
databases.123 The intraclass correlation coefficient for inter-rater reliability,
assessed through chart review for diagnoses, is over 0.9.124,129 The index has been
administered both through chart review and patient report or interview.
Height and Weight
Height and weight were collected as part of the FCI. Investigators fixed a
height indicator measuring tape to the wall with tape (Posh Rulers, USA). Height
was measured by having the participant stand in stocking feet at “your tallest
posture” with feet against the wall or as close to the wall as possible. A flat surface
(clipboard) was placed on top of the head. Height was recorded at the underside of
the clipboard. The same wall mounted tape measure was used for all participants,
and height was recorded in centimeters.
Weight was measured using the same digital scale for all participants
(Etekcity EB9388H, Anaheim CA, USA). Participants removed their shoes and
stepped onto the scale with weight recorded in kilograms. They were not be able to
use assistive devices while being weighed.
Height and weight were then used to calculate body mass index (BMI) using
the My BMI Calculator phone application (National Heart, Lung, Blood Institute,
version 2.0, build 10.66, USA) and the PI or research assistant recorded this value as
the final item for the FCI.
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Five Times Sit to Stand Test (5xSTS)
Lower extremity muscle strength was measured using the Five Times Sit to
Stand Test. The 5xSTS requires participants to stand up from a chair five times in a
row while being timed. The examiner provided standardized instructions. First,
participants were told to start sitting against the back of the chair. Next, they were
instructed to cross arms over the chest. Finally, the examiner stated: ”When I say
‘Go,’ stand up and sit down five times as quickly but as safely as you can. Please
stand up and sit down fully each time, but once you start, you do not need to touch
the back of the chair each time. I will count out loud the number of times you stand.
Make sure you sit down after the 5th stand so I can stop timing.” The examiner
demonstrated the starting position and the sit to stand procedure. Then the
examiner asked, “Do you have any questions?” Timing began when the examiner
said “go” and ended when the participant’s bottom contacted the chair as the
participant sat down following the fifth stand.130–132 If a participant was unable to
perform the test with arms crossed over the chest, the option to place hands on the
thighs but not to touch the chair was offered (arm position was recorded).
Consistent with previously published studies examining this test, participants
performed only one trial of the 5xSTS.131–133
Testing conditions vary across studies, with inconsistent reporting of chair
heights, verbal instructions, and number of trials. Chair height is indicated by a
floor to seat measurement and, when reported, ranges from 43-48cm.131,134 Seat
height does affect completion time for the 5xSTS and, when seat heights are set at
115% of knee height, completion times are significantly faster than when heights
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are lower at 100% and 85% of knee height.135 Unfortunately, having several chairs
with different heights in order to accommodate participants with varying lower leg
lengths is not feasible when collecting data in the community. For this reason, a
single folding chair with a 45cm seat height without arm rests was utilized for all
testing. The chair was placed against a wall for participant safety.136
Participants were not allowed to use their arms to push up from the chair for
the 5xSTS. Participants, however, were allowed to place their hands on their thighs
if they could not complete the test with arms crossed over the chest. This variation
in arm position has been shown to have no effect on time to complete the test.135
The 5xSTS is primarily a physical performance measure of lower extremity
(LE) strength and power, but is a functional task related to a multitude of
physiological and psychological processes.137 Over ten variables have been found to
be significant independent predictors of sit to stand performance, but quadricep
strength is the largest predictor, explaining 16.5% of the variance in 5xSTS time.137
This test has excellent test-retest reliability when used with older adults, with ICCs
ranging from 0.807-0.95.131,133,137,138 Validity studies have generally investigated
the relationship of 5xSTS to other measures of mobility, notably SSWS or the Timed
Up and Go (TUG) test.133 The correlation between 5xSTS and these two measures
demonstrates a moderate to strong relationships (r = 0.64 to 0.918 for TUG and r = 0.815 to -0.943 for SSWS).131,138 Correlations with balance measures are also
significant but slightly weaker with only moderate strength (r = -0.58 to -0.68).132
Age-related norms for performance of the 5xSTS test for older adults have
also been reported. A meta-analysis of 14 studies including over 20,000 individuals
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determined an average time for the 5xSTS as 12.1 seconds for adults age 60-99,
although performance in some decades was much more heterogeneous than in
other decades making the use of decade-related norms a better option.134 Times to
complete the 5xSTS have a weak but significant positive correlation with age, with
mean times in the 6th decade ranging from 11.4-12.2 seconds and in the 8th decade
12.7-14.1 seconds depending on the study referenced.133,134,136,137
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
Cognition was measured as a covariate due to its relationship to walking
speed using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment.80,82,108 The MoCA is a cognitive
screening tool that was designed to identify mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and
early Alzheimer's disease,139 but is now frequently used to detect cognitive
impairment relating to multiple pathologies.140 The test was originally studied in a
group of participants from memory clinics and healthy elder controls from the
community. The MoCA takes 10-15 minutes to administer and includes items that
assess visuospatial ability, temporal orientation, executive function, attention,
concentration, working memory, and language skills.139
Participants were administered the MoCA using the standardized
instructions provided by the test developer on their website
(https://www.mocatest.org/) and located in Appendix E. The test maximum score
is 30 points with lower scores indicating more impairment. Cut-off scores to
indicate MCI and dementia range from 22-26, with 26 being recommended by the
developers of the MoCA.141,142 As the MoCA may result in up to 40% false positives
for determining dementia with the cut off score of 26,143 this cut off was interpreted
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as MCI. Subjects that scored below 26 were included in the analysis provided they
met all other inclusion/exclusion criteria such as not reporting a pre-existing
diagnosis of cognitive impairment, following directions for testing, and not giving
indication of requiring assistance to live in the community. Subjects with scores <
26 and those that commented on the difficulty of this screening test were
encouraged to follow up with their physicians.
While the MoCA is one of the more frequently reported multi-task cognitive
tests for MCI, the Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE) is also frequently
reported. However, there are several reasons to use the MoCA with communitybased research. The first is that the MoCA is open access, with readily available
information at the developer’s website. A recent systematic review found eight
studies reporting fairly high to high test-retest reliability ranging from ICC = 0.750.92 for the MoCA.141 Additionally, sensitivity and specificity for classifying
individuals with MCI using the cut-off score of 26 were found to range from 90-93%
and 86-89% respectively.141 Criterion validity with other existing cognitive
assessments is significant and reported to be more strongly related to measures of
global cognition than the MMSE.140 These reported psychometric properties have
led many researchers to recommend the MoCA over the MMSE for the screening of
MCI and early dementia.139–141,144
Walking Speed (SSWS, MWS, slowWS)
All walking speeds were tested utilizing the 10-meter (m) Walk Test.42,68 The
investigator explained the walking test and pointed out the start and end points on a
walkway marked with colored tape. Blue tape indicated the start and finish lines,
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which were located 20m apart, and these marks were pointed out to participants.
Within that walkway, the center 10m was marked with white tape, located 5 m from
the start and finish lines. Investigators did not draw attention to these markings
when instructing participants. All testing walkways were measured with the same
portable digital measuring wheel (AdirPro). Timing occurred when participants
walked over the 10m center portion of the walkway.68 Participants were timed with
a stopwatch twice for each condition (SSWS, MWS, and SlowWS) and allowed rest
breaks in between each trial as needed. Times for the 2 trials in each condition were
recorded and then averaged for later analysis.42,72,88,89,97,110,145 The investigator
walked slightly behind and to the side of the participant in order to avoid
influencing the participant’s walking speed. The walkway and location of the timed
section are indicated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. 10-meter walk test

Participants were first instructed to walk at their usual, self-selected walking
speed. The instruction utilized were “walk at your preferred, usual speed.”33,30
After the explanation of the test, participants started walking from the first blue
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tape line when the investigator said “go” and walked to the end of the marked
walkway at the second blue tape line. Timing began when the participant’s leading
foot crossed the white tape at 5m and ended when the leading foot crossed the
white tape at 15m. The participant continued walking to the end of the marked
walkway at the second blue tape mark (at 20m). After completing the two trials at
SSWS, participants were asked to walk at maximum speed using the cue, “walk as
fast as you can without running or putting yourself at risk to fall.”30 The testing
protocol was exactly the same as with SSWS, but with the different cue for MWS.
Finally, after completing the SSWS and MWS conditions, participants were asked to
walk slowly using the cue, “walk very slowly as if you are in an art gallery”33 with
the additional cue of “make sure when you walk slowly that you do not stop
moving.” Participants were not given verbal encouragement during any of the
walking trials. The mean of the two trials for each condition, SSWS, MWS, or
slowWS, was calculated.
The reliability and validity of SSWS and MWS were discussed in detail in
Chapter 2. As reliability and validity are well established for both of these measures,
reassessing reliability and validity was not the focus of this project. The reliability
and validity of slowWS, however, has not previously been reported. For this reason,
the two trials of slowWS were analyzed for immediate test-retest reliability and
were also timed by both the PI and a research assistant to assess interrater
reliability. Additionally, validity was explored by examining the correlations
between slowWS and the other study variables.
A measure of walking speed adaptability, indicating the range of speeds a
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person can walk from very slow to very fast, is proposed and will be called the total
walking speed range (TWSR). TWSR was derived mathematically by subtracting
slow walking speed from maximum walking speed (MWS-slowWS). For example, a
person who has an MWS of 1.5 m/s and a slowWS of 0.5 m/s would have a TWSR of
1.0 m/s (1.5-0.5 = 1.0). Since all walking speeds were measured twice, the means of
the slowWS and MWS attempts were used for TWSR calculation.
University of Alabama Life Space Assessment (LSA)
Community mobility, defined as mobility outside of one’s home, was
quantified through an assessment of life-space. Life-space mobility is a concept that
describes the person-environment interface and has been defined as “the
geographic and social boundaries within which an individual spends his/her daily
life.”146(p1153) In essence, the life-space concept helps to describe how big a person’s
world is by how much of the community a person accesses. Life-space is
represented by six levels, each of increasing geographic area starting at the room
where a person sleeps and emanating outward to the home, outside the home, the
neighborhood, town, and outside of town (Figure 2). It explores not only the
physical ability of an individual, but also the effects of the psycho-emotional,
economic, social environment and supports.147–149
To measure life-space, the University of Alabama Life-Space Assessment
(LSA) was utilized (Appendix F). The LSA was designed to look at community
mobility in older adults, specifically at the extent of that mobility (how far from the
home) as well as frequency and how much assistance if any is needed for
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Figure 2. Conceptualization of life space levels as areas extending outward from
where a person sleeps

mobility.150 By asking what a person has done over the last month, the LSA
measures what actually occurs rather than a performance measure that assesses
what a person can but does not necessarily do.147
For the LSA, participants were asked about adaptive and assistive equipment
that they use as part of the demographic questionnaire. Next, participants were
asked a standardized set of questions, one life-space level at a time, about their
movement in the last four weeks in that life-space level. For example, “Have you
been to other rooms of your home besides where you sleep (italicized wording
changed for each life space level)?” The participant’s answer was given a specific
numeric value according to the LSA score sheet, 1 for “yes” and 0 for “no.” Then, the
frequency of movement to that level was asked, with the frequencies delineated as
daily (assigned a score of 4), 4-6 times a week (scored as 3), 1-3 times a week
(scored as 2), and less than weekly (scored as 1). Finally, for each level, the use of
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personal assistance (score of 1), equipment (score of 1.5), or neither (score of 2)
was asked. To determine the LSA composite score, investigators multiplied the life
space level score by the frequency score and then multiplied that product by the
assistance score. The maximum composite score is 120, and this perfect score
would indicate a person that travels out of town daily without assistance. In the
original validation of the LSA, the developers found that subjects consistently
considered “out of town” to indicate traveling 10 miles or more from home, but it is
not recommended to define the distance from the home unless the participant asks
for clarification.150
The LSA has multiple scoring methods, but the composite mobility score as
described was utilized since it has the highest test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.96), can
better score increases and decreases in life space because it takes into account
assistance and frequency, and is more highly correlated with composite physical
performance measures, IADLs, depressive symptoms and self-reported health.150
Those that frequently leave their homes have significantly higher LSA scores than
those who do not, providing an indication of discriminant validity.148 The LSA
appears to have a low risk of floor or ceiling effects as very few score the lowest or
highest composite scores.147,150 Additionally, the LSA has been shown to decline
after hospitalization and to be sensitive to improvements afterwards,151 and it has
been shown to predict mortality.152,153
Community Balance and Mobility Scale (CB&M)
The Community Balance and Mobility Scale will be used to measure balance
ability (Appendix G). The CB&M is a challenging 13-item measure originally
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designed to assess community level balance and mobility for younger individuals
with traumatic brain injury.154 However, the CB&M recently has begun to be
utilized with other populations including older adults because its difficulty level
minimizes ceiling effects seen with other common balance and mobility tests and
measures.155–158
The CB&M was administered according to the standardized instructions
provided by the developers. An 8m marked area on the floor was taped off per
CB&M protocol and separated from the measured area for walking speed. The same
digital measuring wheel utilized to measure the 10-meter walk test area was used
and the same hand-held digital stopwatch, cuff weights, a printed visual target, and
laundry basket were used for all participants. The items of the CB&M assess higher
level balance and mobility with tasks such as tandem walking, hopping forward on
one leg, walking while carrying, and stairs. Six items are scored on both the right
and left lower extremities, resulting in a total of 19 items scored. Scoring involves
an ordinal scale from 0 to 5 with 0 indicating an inability to perform the task and 5
indicating the best performance in quality and time. Specifics of each item’s scoring
are included in the CB&M instructions. The item involving descending stairs also
allows the addition of an extra point if completed while carrying a laundry basket.
The item scores are summed, and the maximum score is 96.
Using such an advanced balance test with older adults may raise concerns for
safety. However, the developer’s procedure manual provides clear instructions for
assessing safety for items on the test and if safety is felt to be an issue, the protocol
states the items are not to be performed and the lowest score is given for that item.
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All participants were guarded closely by the PI during all items of the test and
participants were able to ask to not perform a specific item (which was then scored
with a zero). Recent studies using the CB&M have included older adults, with
subject ages ranging from 55-86 years, and these investigations report a range of
scores from 17-86 out of a possible 96 total points.155,159 These results indicate that
the test is quite challenging for some older adults, but also that older adults over the
age of 65 can perform and score similarly to healthy adults aged 40-59 years.158
Therefore, it was determined that this test was an appropriate measure and that its
use could add to the growing evidence for this measure in community-dwelling
older adults.
The CB&M has demonstrated excellent reliability, with test-retest, intra- and
inter-rater reliability ICCs ranging from 0.88-0.99.154,155,157,159,160 Original content
validity was established in several ways. Validation included expert opinion from
fourteen physical therapists with expertise in rehabilitating brain-injured patients
back to the community, the CB&M’s ability to differentiate known groups, and by
correlating the measure with related tests for balance and mobility.154,161
In older adults, the CB&M is significantly correlated to multiple measures of
balance and mobility, such as the Berg Balance Scale, Timed Up and Go, Dynamic
Gait Index, the Short Physical Performance Battery, walking speed, and other
measures.155,159 The CB&M is a significant predictor of fall history, although it may
be better to identify those more likely to have 2 or more falls rather than only 1
fall.160 CB&M scores have been shown to be significantly associated with age,
strength, physical activity level, balance confidence, and postural sway in older
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women (mean age = 79.3 years), with balance confidence measured by the
Activities-Specific Balance Confidence scale (ABC) accounting for the most variance
in CB&M scores.160 However, in a slightly younger sample of adults with
osteoarthritis (mean age = 66.3 years), strength was shown to be the predominant
factor that explained the variance of CB&M scores.162 In this study of patients with
knee osteoarthritis (OA), the CB&M items were found to load primarily on three
factors: LE strength, mobility, and standing balance. It may be that strength was the
predominant factor explaining variance in those subjects due to the loss of strength
that occurs with progression of knee OA, but in community-dwelling older adults
without significant impairment from OA, balance and balance confidence become
the predominant factor. This assertion will need to be explored with further study
in older adults.
Late Life Function and Disability Instrument (LLFDI)
Scores on the Late-Life Function and Disability Instrument were utilized to
capture both activity and participation per the International Classification of
Function, Disability, and Health (ICF).163 The LLFDI is an interview-based, selfreport measure designed to address the short-comings of other gerontological
outcome instruments, mainly to offer an interval level alternative to frequently used
Likert scale instruments and to avoid ceiling and floor effects that can occur with
other common ADL and IADL measures.164–166 The LLFDI questions are located in
Appendix H and were administered by following standardized instructions provided
by the test developer. Raw scores of the LLFDI were transformed to scaled scores
based on the Rasch model with a table provided by the developer, thereby
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producing interval level data with numerical scores that range from 0-100. Higher
scores indicate better function and less disability. The overall LLFDI component
scores can be used, but also separate dimension or subscale scores depending on
the research question. In this study, the overall LLFDI component scores for
function, disability frequency, and disability limitation were used as indications of
ICF activity and participation, respectively. The function component of the LLFDI
relates to what we would traditionally think of as ADLs that are discrete physical
tasks, while the disability component relates more to participation by representing
major life tasks or social roles.167
The LLFDI function component (LLFDI-f) includes 32 items spread over
three subscale domains: basic lower extremity, advanced lower extremity, and
upper extremity. Subjects are asked how much difficulty they have performing
certain activities and the response options are “cannot do,” “quite a lot,” “some,” “a
little,” and “none” which are scored from 1 to 5 respectively.165 Only the composite
functional component score was used in this investigation.
The disability component contains 16 items and considers both the
frequency (LLFDI-df) and the physical limitations (LLFDI-dl) in performing the
listed life tasks. The frequency dimension is further subdivided into two subscales,
social and personal roles. These subscales illuminate the number of times a person
is performing both socially oriented community tasks as well as personal tasks
essential for enabling participation in a larger social context (e.g. taking care of one’s
health). For the frequency dimension, subjects are asked how often they perform
the task, with responses being “never,” “almost never” (rarely a part of your life),
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“once in a while” (an occasional part of your life), “often” (a regular part of your life),
and “very often” (a major part of your life) and scored from 1 to 5, respectively.
Alternatively, the limitation dimension involves the difficulty in both physically
performing tasks, with a subscale named instrumental role, and the organizational
skills needed to participate in those life skills, called the management role.
Regarding limitations in performance, subjects are asked how limited they feel
doing a task and can respond with “completely,” “a lot,” “somewhat,” “a little,” and
“not at all,” again scored from 1 to 5.164 The disability frequency or disability
limitation subscales were not utilized in this investigation.
A recent systematic review reported that 71 studies have utilized the LLFDI
for assessment of community-dwelling older adults.167 Validity has been
established in multiple studies through correlation with measures of physical
ability, function, and self-reported health as well as the LLFDI’s ability to
discriminate between groups with known ability or disability.164,165,167,168 Recently,
the predictive validity of the LLFDI disability component has been investigated with
results indicating that the frequency, but not the limitation, dimension can predict
self-rated health, emergency department visits, and hospitalization.169 Studies
report excellent test-retest reliability for the overall function component and its
subscales (ICCs = 0.91-0.98) and moderate to good test-retest reliability for the
disability component frequency and limitation domains (ICCs = 0.68-0.82,
respectively).164,165 Importantly, the LLFDI is exceptional at minimizing ceiling and
floor effects compared to other common instruments that measure participation,
like the Physical Functioning domain of the SF-36.166,168
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15-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS-15)
Symptoms of depression were assessed using the 15-item Geriatric
Depression Scale (GDS).170 The original version of the GDS was developed
specifically for older adults and avoids an emphasis on somatic complaints related
to depression that have a high likelihood of being present with actual physical
ailments common in geriatric clients.171,172 The GDS-15 was developed to shorten
completion times and uses questions taken directly from the original version. Of all
of the brief versions of the GDS, the GDS-15 has been the most widely studied and
uses consistent set of items from the original version, while the other brief forms
(with 10, 5, 4, or 1 items) use different questions in different studies.173,174
Participants were given a paper version of the GDS-15 (Appendix I). They
were asked to circle yes or no as answers to each of the 15 items. If the participant
indicated difficulty reading the GDS-15, questions were read out loud to the
participant. Scoring occurred by giving one point for every answer that indicated a
depression symptom. Some answers indicate depression with a “yes” and others
with a “no” answer; correct scoring is highlighted on the scoring sheet in Appendix I,
but the highlighting was not present for participants to see. During the first data
collection session, a participant mentioned that answering questions about mood
for her was influenced by her completing the LLFDI immediately prior and realizing
how many things she could not do. For this reason, IRB approval was sought and
received to reorder the testing for half of the participants and move the GDS-15 to
before the LLFDI was completed. A comparison of GDS-15 scores between those
who completed it before and after the LLFDI was conducted to see if test placement
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influenced the results. This revealed there was no significant difference between
the groups; therefore, the GDS-15 scores were averaged for the entire sample as a
whole.
Interestingly, while there is a wealth of studies that examine the validity of
the GDS/GDS-15, reliability studies almost solely focus on internal consistency of
the test items. Out of four systematic reviews, all of which focus on the full and
shorter versions of the GDS, not one discusses test-retest reliability for the
consistency of screening for depression.173,175–177 The few studies found indicating
test-retest reliability indicate good reliability with either Pearson correlations
ranging from r = 0.74-75178,179 or ICC = 0.83,180 with the latter ICC value being
exclusively for the GDS-15.
The items included in the GDS-15 have been found to measure the same
construct, with Cronbach alpha values ranging from 0.749-0.81 indicating good
internal consistency.174,181–183 Known group validity has been established by using
the GDS on participants with and without diagnosed depression and demonstrating
statistically significant differences in scores between the groups.181,183 Diagnostic
value is frequently studied, but is complicated by the fact that different studies
utilize different cut scores and unclear terminology. Some of the literature
surrounding the GDS-15 uses a two-number cut score, for instance 5/6, which
indicates a score of 5 means no depression and a score of 6 or more means
depression is suspected. However, when a single cut-off number is provided, the
assumption could be, for example, that a cut score of 5 means greater than 5
indicates a positive test, but it could also mean that a score of 5 or more indicates a
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positive test, and this is rarely explicitly stated. Mitchell and colleagues conducted a
meta-analysis of both the full GDS and the GDS-15 and found that GDS-15 cut scores
ranged from 3 to 7.175 Another more recent systematic review identified a cut score
of 5 being the most common, with 23 out of 32 studies using this cut point.173 The
interpretation of the cut point of 5 for this dissertation is that scores greater than 5
indicate a likelihood of depression, and pooled sensitivity and specificity for this cut
point has been shown to be 0.89 and 0.77, respectively.173 Any participant found to
have a GDS-15 score of more than 5 was encouraged to make an appointment with
his or her primary care physician to discuss the answers due to scores indicating a
need for further assessment.

Data Analysis
Statistical analyses were completed using SPSS for Mac, version 24 (IBM SPSS
Inc, Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were used to analyze demographic
data. Frequencies were utilized for gender, ethnicity, living arrangements, assistive
device use, mode of transportation, and self-reported faller status (those reporting
falls/no falls and also fallers reported as 1 fall or 2 or more falls). Means with
standard deviation, medians, and ranges were used for the remaining variables to
offer more comprehensive information about the participants and their
performance. Normality of data was assessed through visual inspection of
histograms and the z-score of the skewness statistic (Skewness/Standard
errorskewness).184 Z-scoresskewness were considered significant for violating the
assumption of normality if the absolute value was greater than 2.184 Alpha was set
at .05 for all significance testing. The remainder of the analyses planned are
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discussed separately by aim of the investigation.
Statistical Analysis of Aim 1
The first aim investigated the reliability and validity of a new measure of
slow walking speed (slowWS). Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were utilized
to assess immediate test-retest reliability between trial 1 and trial 2 of the slowWS
measure. Test-retest ICC estimates and the 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) were
based on a 2-way mixed-effects model with absolute agreement for a single
rater/measurements, as the selected rater and measurements were the only ones of
interest.185 Interrater ICC estimates and their 95% confidence intervals were based
on a 2-way random effects model with multiple raters and absolute agreement in
order to assess slowWS measurement between the primary investigator and
research assistants. The random effects model was chosen as the raters in this
investigation were felt to be characteristic of any rater that measures walking speed,
such as other physical therapists.185 ICC values less than 0.5 were considered
indicative of poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.75 indicated moderate
reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 indicated good reliability, and values greater
than 0.9 indicated excellent reliability.185,186
To evaluate concurrent validity between slowWS and the other measures,
parametric Pearson correlations with interval or ratio level variables (between
slowWS and age, comorbidities, 5xSTS, LLFDI, GDS-15) or non-parametric
Spearman correlations with ordinal level variables (between slowWS and CB&M,
MoCA, LSA) were planned, provided the assumptions for use of these statistical tests
were met. For correlation analyses, the strengths of the associations were
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interpreted as a very strong relationship with a correlation coefficient above 0.75;
between 0.50 - 0.75, a moderate to strong relationship; between 0.25 - 0.50 a fair
relationship, and under 0.25, little to no relationship.186 Finally, whether or not
gender, slowWS, and all of the other walking speeds were related was assessed
using a point-biserial correlation for dichotomous and continuous variables.187
Statistical Analysis of Aim 2
The second aim, to determine the relationships between TWSR and various
measures of body structure and function, activity, and participation, was assessed
through correlation analyses using Pearson correlation between TWSR and
continuous data (age, comorbidity index, 5xSTS, LLFDI, GDS-15) and using
Spearman correlation between TWSR and ordinal data (MoCA , CB&M, LSA). If the
assumptions necessary for using parametric tests were not met, then nonparametric
Spearman correlations were used. The relationship of gender to TWSR was
assessed using a point-biserial correlation. Interpretation of the strength of
relationships was as described in Aim 1.
Statistical Analysis of Aim 3
The third aim sought to determine if TWSR contributed to the prediction of
function, disability, or life-space and was assessed through regression analysis.
Separate univariate linear regression analyses were performed to see if TWSR
predicted each of the outcome variables (LLFDI components and LSA). If TWSR was
found to significantly predict the outcomes of interest, then a hierarchical,
multivariate linear regression model was constructed. Predictor variables were
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chosen from study variables that were found to be significantly related to the
outcome variables with correlation analysis. Pearson correlation was used unless
the assumptions were violated, and then Spearman rank correlation analysis was
used.188 To assess the effect of gender (a dichotomous variable) on the outcomes, a
point-biserial analysis was planned.187 Statistically significant correlations to the
outcomes were entered as covariates into the hierarchical model in blocks. The first
block in the regression model included body structure and function variables
significantly related to the outcome; the second block included activity level
variables; and finally, in the third block, TWSR was added to see how it affected the
prediction model. The final model, after block 3 was entered, was also evaluated for
the unique contribution of each variable after controlling for the other variables in
the model.147
Several variables (MoCA, CB&M, LSA) are the composite sum of many
individual ordinal items. Although technically ordinal, prior studies have treated
this summed data as continuous and used parametric testing.147,156,157,189 In order to
offer meaningful comparison to published data, these variables were treated as
continuous data in this investigation because the summary scores, not the individual
ordinal items, were used.158,188
Assessment of the assumptions necessary for regression analysis occurred in
several ways. Regression requires a dependent variable with a normal distribution
and was assessed as described in Aim 1.184 The z-scoreskewness indicated that LLFDIdl and LSA were normally distributed, but LLFDI-f and LLFDI-df were not. Data
transformation is suggested to address issues of normality for a variable. For this
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exploratory project, however, the decision was made to proceed without data
transformation for the following three reasons: 1.) regression analysis is considered
robust for violations to normality,90,188 2.) it is difficult to interpret transformed data
for clinical application,190 and 3.) a review of each participant’s data indicated that
records were free of errors (i.e. scores represent actual subject performance and PI
could not justify omitting or manipulating real data). With TWSR also not being
normally distributed (z-scoreskewness = 2.37), there would be further interpretation
difficulty with one variable transformed and another not transformed (e.g. TWSR
predicting LSA).
The remainder of the assumptions for regression analysis were determined
in the following ways. For the assumption of linearity, visual inspection of scatter
plots of the predictor and outcome variables occurred, looking for roughly linear
shaped patterns.90 For multivariate regression, partial regression plots were
examined for linearity between each predictor variable and the outcome variable.
Independence of residuals or errors, an assumption that the error portion of the
dependent variable score is random, was tested with the Durbin-Watson statistic.90
Values close to 2 are considered acceptable and values less than 1 or more than 3
are considered very concerning.189 Normality of residuals was confirmed with
Normal Probability Plots (normal P-P plots), assessing for residuals approximately
aligned along a diagonal line.188,191 Homoscedasticity, or the dependent variable
having equal levels of variability across all levels of the independent variables, was
assessed by visual inspection of the plot of studentized residuals versus predicted
values. These scatterplots are assessed for a fairly constant spread of the residuals
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(a horizontal band) and are also used to examine for collective linearity of all of the
predictor variables and the outcome variable.191 For any outliers identified, data
entry was checked for errors and then analysis was run with and without the
outlier(s) and if both models were significant, the outlier was kept and the analysis
with the outlier was utilized.191 For the hierarchical multivariate regression
analyses, the possibility of multicollinearity was also assessed. Any variables
determined to be highly correlated (>0.85)188 would be considered for removal from
the model.
Statistical Analysis of Aim 4
The final aim compared the predictive ability of TWSR versus SSWS, MWS,
slowWS. First, the linear regression analyses completed for TWSR in Aim 3 were
repeated, but for SSWS, MWS, and slowWS each as the predictor variable.
Identifying which predictor variable explained the most variability in the outcome
variables occurred by comparison of the adjusted coefficients of determination (adj.
R2). If SSWS, MWS, or slowWS were found to predict the outcomes of function,
disability, or life-space, then similar hierarchical multivariate regression models
were constructed to see if individual walking speeds remained significant
contributors when other variables were taken into account. Comparisons were then
made between TWSR, SSWS, MWS, and slowWS using the R2 change value for the
hierarchical models.90

Resources Used
This project required space to perform the tests and measures, meaning a
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hall or room of at least 20m long. In some locations, both a hall or track for the
walking speed tests and a room for the remainder of the tests were used. Chairs and
a table were needed for participants to sit in and complete paperwork. As described
in the procedures, all distances (for walking speed and CB&M) were measured with
the same measuring device. At each testing location, the same handheld stopwatch
was used for timing and the same folding chair was used for the 5xSTS. A digital
scale was purchased for weight measurement and a reusable height indicator
measuring tape was used to measure height for the FCI. For the CB&M, a laundry
basket, 2 plastic grocery bags, a bean bag, as well as one 2-pound and two 7.5-pound
weights were purchased for use per the test protocol.
Research grant requests, one to the Academy of Geriatric Physical Therapy
and one to Chatham University internal research funding committee, were
submitted to enable purchase of the equipment, gift cards, and a small stipend for
consultation with a statistician to ensure proper statistical test choice prior to the
study’s start. The request to Chatham University was partially funded for $1463.00
and was used for equipment purchase, the majority of the gift cards, and for
consultation with the statistician prior to the study’s data collection dates.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction to the chapter
This investigation sought to provide evidence concerning the usefulness of
measuring the range of walking speeds a person can volitionally produce. The
following chapter presents an overview of the data collected and the details of the
subsequent analyses. Statistical analyses were completed using SPSS for Mac,
version 25 (IBM SPSS Inc, Armonk, NY, USA). Alpha was set at .05 for all significance
testing. Basic demographic characteristics and participant clinical test results are
summarized and followed by the statistical analyses for each aim of the
investigation. For all analyses, when data outliers emerged, the primary
investigator checked for data entry errors by matching SPSS data file information to
the data collection forms for that participant. Additionally, the primary investigator
reviewed all data entry forms in order to check data entry for accuracy.

Data Analysis
Participants
Initially, 162 community-dwelling adults expressed interest and volunteered
to receive more information about the study, from which 127 were determined to
meet the eligibility criteria and agreed to participate (Figure 3). Of those eligible
participants, 9 did not participate, stating the distance was too far or being unable to
attend one of the scheduled assessment days; another 7 scheduled an assessment
but were unable to attend due to various reasons such as a family emergency.
Therefore, 111 participants completed testing. One participant was deemed
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ineligible during testing as it became clear to the investigators that while she lived
in the community, she could not do so without assistance. Specifically, her husband
was concerned she would not be able to find her way back from the restroom in a
facility she frequented twice weekly for fitness classes, indicating her cognitive
status required supervision. One of the exclusion criteria for this study is assisted
living. With this participant’s observed function, her ability to live unassisted
without her husband was doubtful. As a result, data analysis did not include her
testing and the final total number of participants was 110.
Figure 3. Flow of participants
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Table 2 reports descriptive statistics for demographic information and study
variables. Participants ranged in age from 65-94 years old, with a mean age of 75.9
years (SD 7.17). The majority were female (79.1%) and Caucasian (92.7%). Almost
three-quarters (74.5%) of the participants lived in a house with the remainder
living in apartments, and a large majority reported driving as the primary means of
transportation (91.7%). Participants who reported using an assistive device
(10.9%) often did not use it regularly, and only 6 out of 12 individuals who reported
using assistive devices actually brought the device to use during testing.
Participants reported a mean of 2.1 (SD 1.96) comorbidities with a range
from 0-9 comorbidity categories reported, although 26 participants reported no
comorbidities on the Functional Comorbidity Index (FCI). The most common
comorbidity categories reported on the FCI were arthritis (47.3%), osteoporosis
(26.4%), upper gastrointestinal disorders frequently reported as reflux (20%), and
obesity with a BMI > 30, as measured during the assessment (20.9%). Additionally,
20.6% reported a fall in the past year, with fourteen participants (13.1%) reporting
one fall, seven reporting two falls (6.5%), and one participant reporting three falls
(0.9%). Three participants (2.8%) did not answer the question about falls in the last
year. Most participants stated they performed regular exercise of some variety
(83.6%), on a mean of 3.44 (SD 2.11) days per week, with a mean number of
exercise minutes per week of 187.97 (SD 158.14).
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Table 2. Participant Characteristics and Study Variables
Characteristic
Age, years, mean (SD)
Gender, n(%)
Female
Male
Race, n(%)
Caucasian
African American

n^
110
110

Home, n(%)
House
Apartment

110

Assistive Device use, n(%)
Primary Transportation, n(%)
Drives
Public Transit
Friends/family
Other (driver service)
Reports Fall in last year, n(%)
1 fall
2 falls
3 falls
Reports regular exercise, n(%)
Days/week, mean (SD)
Min./exercise bout,*mean (SD)
Avg. ex/wk,* mean (SD)
FCI* (max score 18), mean (SD)
Body Mass Index
5xSTS,* seconds, mean (SD)
unable to complete, n(%)
GDS-15* (max score 15), mean (SD)
MoCA* (max score 30), mean (SD)
CB&M* (max score 96), mean (SD)
SSWS,* m/s, mean (SD)
MWS,* m/s, mean (SD)
slowWS,* m/s, mean (SD)
TWSR,* m/s, mean (SD)
LLFDI-f* (max score 100), mean (SD)
LLFDI-df* (max score 100), mean (SD)
LLFDI-dl* (max score 100), mean (SD)
LSA* (max score 120), mean (SD)

110
109

109

107

110
107
110
110
110
107
109
110
110
110
110
110
109
109
110

Mean (SD) or n(%)
75.87 (7.17)

Median
75

Range
65-94

3.00
45.00
160.00
2.00
26.6
10.42

0-7
0-150
0-1020
0-9
16.7-41.0
5.06-21.6

0
25
51
1.18
1.60
0.59
0.97
65.57
56.15
83.44
86

0-11
15-30
2-87
.49-1.59
.48-2.49
.09-.92
.12-2.16
42.35-100
38.75-100
45.68-100
32-120

87 (79.1)
23 (20.9)
101 (92.7)
8 (7.3)
82 (74.5)
28 (25.5)
12 (10.9)
100 (91.7)
4 (3.7)
2 (1.8)
3 (2.8)
22 (20.6)
14 (13.1)
7 (6.5)
1 (0.9)
92 (83.6)
3.44 (2.11)
47.76 (29.60)
187.97 (158.14)
2.10 (1.96)
26.82 (4.40)
11.04 (3.20)
8 (7.3)
1.16 (1.88)
24.90 (2.83)
49.00 (22.14)
1.18 (.24)
1.60 (.38)
0.58 (.18)
1.02 (.43)
66.33 (11.91)
56.73 (7.44)
83.98 (14.11)
84.93 (18.13)

^number of participants with complete data per variable may differ from 110 due to participant choice to not answer or
not perform every item/one instance of rater missing one page of LLFDI instrument
* Min/exercise bout – minutes per exercise bout; Avg.ex/wk – average minutes of exercise per week; FCI - Functional
Comorbidity Index; 5xSTS - 5 Times Sit to Stand Test; MoCA - Montreal Cognitive Assessment; LSA – Life Space
Assessment; CB&M – Community Balance and Mobility Test; SSWS – self-selected walking speed; MWS – maximum
walking speed; slowWS – slow walking speed; TWSR – total walking speed range; LLFDI-f – Late Life Function and
Disability Instrument, function component; LLFDI-df – LLFDI disability frequency; LLFDI-dl – LLFDI disability limitation;
GDS-15 – Geriatric Depression Scale-15 item
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Results Aim 1: Explore the psychometric properties of slowWS by investigating
reliability and concurrent validity
Test-retest and interrater reliabilities were computed using intra-class
correlation coefficients (ICC) in order to asses both the reliability and agreement of
slowWS measurement. The test-retest ICCs (95%CI) for both the primary
investigator and the research assistants were excellent, ICC(3,1) = .971 (.958 -.980)
and ICC(3,1) = .974 (.962 - .982), respectively (p<.0001).
For interrater reliability, agreement between the investigator and research
assistant in trial 1 and trial 2 were calculated separately rather than taking a mean
of the two trials in order to more closely assess interrater agreement. The
interrater reliability ICCs (95% CI) were excellent, ICC(2,1) = .996 (.994 -.997) for
trial 1 and .997 (.995 -.998) for trial 2, p<.0001.
The second portion of this aim evaluated concurrent validity of slowWS by
assessing the association between slowWS and measures commonly related to other
walking speeds. A necessary assumption to calculate the Pearson correlation
coefficients is that the variables must be normally distributed.188 However, the
required assumption of normality was violated for numerous variables. Skewed
parametric variables included the GDS-15 (z-scoreskewness= 11.21), LLFDI disability
frequency (8.69), and FCI (5.13), 5xSTS (4.39), LLFDI function (2.89), SSWS (-2.63),
TWSR (2.37), and slowWS (-2.36). Due to the variable of interest, slowWS, being
skewed along with the majority of the other study variables, non-parametric
Spearman rank correlations were performed for all correlation analyses. For the
correlation of gender and the walking speeds, the assumption of homogeneity of
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variance for point-biserial analysis was met (Levene’s tests were not significant),
but the assumption of normality was not. Therefore, a non-parametric pointbiserial (Kendall’s tau-b) correlation was used.191 Table 3 presents the correlation
coefficients between slowWS and all study variables, as well as correlations
between study variables and SSWS, MWS, and TWSR.
Table 3. Correlations with Walking Speed Variablesa
SlowWS

SSWS

MWS

TWSR

slowWS

1.0

.186

.050

-.337*

SSWS
MWS

.186
-.007

1.0
.783*

.783*
1.0

.672*
.914*

TWSR

-.337*

.672*

.914*

1.0

Age

.038

-.452*

-.403*

-.394*

Genderb

-.104

-.102

-.222*

-.168*

FCI
5xSTS

-.144
.082

-.462*
-.564*

-.342*
-.691*

-.307*
-.628*

MoCA

-.131

.225*

.258*

.304*

LSA

-.138

.390*

.420*

.486*

CB&M

-.047

.720*

.739*

.746*

LLFDI-f

.055

.693*

.702*

.667*

LLFDI-df

.031

.363*

.293*

.297*

LLFDI-dl

.052

.450*

.405*

.409*

GDS-15

-.053

-.361*

-.342*

-.353*

Acronyms for study variables are detailed in footnote for Table 2
Gender correlations are Kendall tau-b, all others are Spearman rank correlations
* Significant at the p < .05 level
a

b

Slow walking speed was not significantly associated with any of the variables
except TWSR (rs = -.337, p < .0005), as is expected since slowWS is a component of
TWSR. None of the remaining variables approached a significant association except
for SSWS, where a weak relationship between slowWS and SSWS did approach
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significance (rs = .186, p = .052). As a comparison, SSWS and MWS were significantly
associated with all of the study variables except slowWS. SSWS had strong
relationships with MWS (rs = .783) and balance as measured by the CB&M (rs =.720).
For MWS, the strongest relationships were demonstrated with TWSR (rs = .914),
CB&M (rs = .739), and LLFDI-function (rs = .702). Additionally, MWS and gender had
a very small but significant negative correlation. As males were coded with “0” and
females as “1,” the negative correlation indicates females had the lowest MWS mean
value. The relationship between TWSR and study variables is discussed in Aim 2.
Results Aim 2: Determine the relationship between TWSR and measures of body
structure/function, activities, and participation
The second aim involved determining the relationship between TWSR and
various measures of body structure and function, activity, and participation. The
mean TWSR in this sample was 1.02 m/s (SD 0.43). This indicates that a person can
potentially alter walking speed from, for example, 0.5 m/s to 1.5 m/s to adapt to a
variety of tasks and environments. The question posed in this aim was whether or
not this range of speeds is associated with variables similarly to other walking
speeds. For this analysis, as previously reported, most of the continuous variables
were not normally distributed as assessed by visual inspection of histograms and
the absolute value of the z-scoreskewness >2, indicating skewed data.184 Since TWSR
as the variable of interest also had a skewed distribution (z-scoreskewness = 2.34),
non-parametric testing, using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient, was
utilized for all analyses for this aim except for the correlation with gender.
Table 3 presents the correlations between TWSR, SSWS, MWS, and slowWS
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and the other study variables. TWSR was significantly (p < .05) correlated to all
variables analyzed in this sample. TWSR and MWS have excellent correlation (rs =
.914). Variables that demonstrated a moderate to strong relationship with TWSR
included: 5xSTS (rs = -.628), CB&M (rs = .746), LLFDI-f score (rs = .667), and SSWS (rs
= .672). Fair relationships existed between TWSR and age (rs = -.394), FCI (rs = .307), MoCA (rs = .304), LSA (rs = .486), LLFDI-df (rs = .297), LLFDI-dl (rs= .409), GDS15 (rs= -.353), and slowWS (rs= -.337). Additionally, gender was also negatively
correlated to TWSR (tau-b = -.168). To summarize positive correlations, having
faster MWS and SSWS, better balance scores, and better reported functional status
were strongly associated with having a larger TWSR. 5xSTS times were negatively
associated with TWSR and indicated that faster (i.e. smaller) times were strongly
related to a larger TWSR. Additional positive correlations, although with only fair
strength, indicate that better scores on the MoCA, larger reported life space, higher
frequency and better capability of performing life tasks (higher scores on the LLFDI
equate to less disability) were also associated with having a larger TWSR. Age, FCI,
GDS-15, and slowWS were negatively correlated, and indicated that younger age,
having fewer comorbidities, fewer reported risks for depression, and being able to
walk very slowly for slowWS were related to a larger TWSR, but with only fair
strength in those relationships. Being male was weakly correlated to having a larger
TWSR.
Results Aim 3: Determine if TWSR significantly predicts function, disability, and
community mobility in both univariate and multivariate models.
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Univariate Linear Regression
Aim 3 sought to determine the contribution of TWSR to the prediction of
function and participation measures (LLFDI and LSA) and was assessed with
regression analysis. Separate linear regression analyses were performed, the first
using TWSR as the predictor variable and LLFDI function as the dependent/outcome
variable. Then the analysis was repeated with both LLFDI disability limitation and
disability frequency as the outcome variables, and finally with LSA as a measure of
community mobility for the outcome.
Results from univariate linear regression models indicated that TWSR
predicted all outcome variables of interest. The results from univariate linear
regression analyses in Aim 3 are located in Table 4. For TWSR and LLFDI-f, all
assumptions including linearity, independence of residuals (Durbin-Watson statistic
= 2.13), homoscedasticity, and normality of residuals were met except for the
presence of one outlier. The analysis was run with and without the outlier and both
models were significant, therefore the analysis with the outlier was kept. Total
walking speed range significantly predicted LLFDI-f scores, F (1,108) = 63.41, p <
.0005, and accounted for 36.4% of the variance (adj. R2) in LLFDI function. The
resulting prediction equation was: LLFDI-f = 49.07 + (16.95 x TWSR).
Total walking speed range also significantly predicted LLFDI disability
frequency scores, F (1,108) = 5.66, p = .019, accounting for 4.1% (adj. R2) of the
variance in disability frequency, indicating the regularity that someone performs life
tasks. There were 2 outliers found in the TWSR and LLFDI-df analysis, and the
remainder of the assumptions for this test were met with a Durbin-Watson statistic
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Table 4. Univariate Regression Results for TWSR predicting LLFDI and LSAa
Outcome

R

R2

Adj. R2

F

p value

LLFDI-f

.608

.370

.364

63.41

<.0005

LLFDI-df

.224

.050

.041

5.66

.019

LLFDI-dl

.340

.116

.107

14.01

<.0005

LSA

.439

.193

.185

25.78

<.0005

a Study

variable acronyms reported in footnotes of Table 2

for independence of residuals = 2.14. The analysis was run with and without the
outliers and both models were significant, therefore these results include the
outliers. For LLFDI disability frequency, the prediction equation was: LLFDI-df =
52.77 + (3.89 x TWSR).
In the analysis of TWSR and LLFDI disability limitation, there were no
outliers identified and all other assumptions were met (including Durbin-Watson
statistic = 1.99). Total walking speed range significantly predicted LLFDI-dl scores,
F(1,107) = 14.01, p < .0005, and explained 10.7% (adj. R2) of the variance in
disability limitation, or a person’s ability to perform life tasks. The prediction
equation was: LLFDI-dl = 72.58 + (11.18 x TWSR).
Finally, TWSR predicted life space scores, F (1,108) = 25.78, p < .0005, and
accounted for 18.5% (adj. R2) of the variance in life space. There were no outliers
found and all assumptions were met for this analysis (including Durbin-Watson
statistic = 2.12). For life space, the prediction equation was: LSA = 65.97 + (18.62 x
TWSR).
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Hierarchical Multivariate Linear Regression
As TWSR predicted LLFDI function, disability frequency, disability limitation,
and LSA in simple linear regression models, hierarchical multivariate linear
regression models were then constructed to look at the unique contribution of
TWSR when other related variables were taken into account. Each outcome variable
(LLFDI-f, LLFDI-df, LLFDI-dl, and LSA) was assessed with a separate analysis.
Predictor variables were determined from the body structure/function and activity
variables found to be significantly related to the outcome variables using Spearman
rank correlation coefficients (Table 5). The relationship of gender to the outcomes
was assessed with point-biserial correlation for LLFDI-f, LLFDI-df, and LSA. For
LLFDI-dl, a non-parametric point-biserial (Kendall’s tau-b) was utilized because the
assumption of homogeneity of variance was not met (Levene statistic p< .05).
All significantly correlated predictor variables of body structure and function
were added in the first block of the analysis. Next, activity measures, other than
measures of walking speed and the other outcome variables, found to be associated
were added in block 2. To more evenly distribute the variables, 5xSTS was placed in
the second block as an activity level variable rather than in the first block as a body
function variable. Finally, TWSR was added to the model in the third block to
understand its unique contribution to the outcome variable of interest.
For predicting LLFDI function, age, FCI, MoCA, GDS, 5xSTS, CB&M, and TWSR
were significantly related and utilized as covariates in the model. There was
linearity as assessed by partial regression plots and a plot of studentized residuals
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Table 5. Spearman Correlation Coefficients Between Predictor Variables and
Outcomesa
Predictors

LLFDI-f

LLFDI-df

LLFDI-dl

LSA

Age

-.421*

-.285*

-.243*

-.271*

Gender

-.109b

.245*b

-.039c

.017b

FCI

-.435*

-.273*

-.326*

-.167

MoCA

.274*

.166

.258*

.046

GDS-15
5xSTS

-.436*

-.339*

-.433*

-.350*

-.519*

-.367*

-.297*

-.330*

CB&M

.749*

.402*

.482*

.401*

SSWS

.693*

.363*

.450*

.390*

MWS

.702*

.293*

.405*

.420*

slowWS

.055

.031

.052

-.138

TWSR

.667*

.297*

.409*

.486*

Study variable acronyms reported in footnotes of Table 2
parametric point-biserial correlation
c non-parametric point-biserial (Kendall’s tau-b)
a

* p < .05

b

against predicted values. There was independence of residuals, as determined by
the Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.95. The assumption of normality of residuals was
met, as assessed by normal P-P plot. Testing revealed no multi-collinearity, as no
variables were very strongly correlated (r > 0.8). There was one outlier that was left
in the analysis as it did not alter significance in the simple linear regression model.
The results from the analysis predicting LLFDI function are reported in Table
6. The full model of age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15, 5xSTS, CB&M and TWSR to predict
function (LLFDI-f) was statistically significant, R = .735, R2 = .540, F(7, 91) = 15.26,
p< .0005, adjusted R2 = .505. The first block with predictor variables of age, FCI,
MoCA, and GDS-15 was significant and explained 33.5% of the variance, F(4,94) =
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13.32, p < .0005. Block 2 added the activity measures of 5xSTS and CB&M and also
led to a statistically significant increase in R2 of 16.6%, F change = 16.13, p < .0005.

Table 6. Hierarchical Regression Predicting LLFDI-f with TWSR and Covariatesa
Predictors
Block 1
Age
FCI
MoCA
GDS-15

B

ß

-.403
-1.771

-.252*
-.275*

.862

.216*

-2.110

-.248*

Block 2
Age

.032

R2 (adj R2)
.362 (.335)

R2 Change
.362*

F
13.32*

.726

.527 (.497)

.166*

17.12*

.735

.540 (.505)

.013

15.26*

.020

FCI
MoCA

-1.094
.366

-.170*
.092

GDS-15

-1.364

-.161*

5xSTS

-.114

-.032

CB&M

.310

.544*

Block 3
Age
FCI
MoCA

.002
-1.167
.321

.001
-.181*
.081

GDS-15

-1.279

-.150

5xSTS

.042

.012

CB&M

.255

.448*

TWSR

4.512

aAcronyms

R
.601

.166

for study variables reported in footnotes of Table 2

*p <. 05

The final block added TWSR, which did not increase the explained variance in
LLFDI function (p = .118), but the model overall was significant and predicted 50.5%
(adj. R2) of the variance. The strongest predictor of LLFDI-f was balance as
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measured by CB&M (ß= .448, p = .001) followed by FCI (ß = -.181, p = .032).
Generally, those with fewer comorbidities and better balance reported greater
function in this sample.
For predicting LLFDI disability frequency (Table 7), the hierarchical process
was repeated. Age, gender, FCI, GDS-15, 5xSTS, CB&M and TWSR were all used as
covariates in the model. There was linearity as assessed by partial regression plots
and a plot of studentized residuals against predicted values. There was
independence of residuals, as determined by the Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.20.
The assumption of normality of residuals was met, as assessed by normal P-P plot.
Testing revealed no multi-collinearity, with no variables being very strongly
correlated. There were two outliers that were left in the analysis as they did not
alter significance in the simple linear regression model. The overall model was
statistically significant for predicting LLDFI-df, R2 = .261, F(7,92) = 4.65, p < .0005,
adjusted R2 = .205. In the first block, age, gender, FCI, and GDS-15 significantly
predicted disability frequency measured by the LLFDI-df, F(4,95) = 7.24, p < .0005,
and explained 20.1% of the variance. The addition of variables in block 2 (5xSTS,
CB&M) and 3 (TWSR) did not significantly increase the predictive power of the
model (p= .188 for block 2 and p = .823 for block 3). The final model after block 3
was added significantly explained 20.5% of the variance in LLFDI-df. Gender was
the strongest unique predictor in the final model (ß = .295, p = .002), and the GDS-15
was also a unique predictor (ß = -.249, p= .016), indicating in general that females
with fewer risk factors for depression performed life tasks more frequently,
indicating less disability.
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Table 7. Hierarchical Regression Predicting LLFDI-df with TWSR and Covariatesa
Predictors
Block 1
Age
Genderb
FCI
GDS-15

B

ß

-.178
5.250
-.447
-1.653

-.169
.285*
-.107
-.294*

Block 2
Age
Gender
FCI
GDS-15
5xSTS
CB&M

-.089
5.507
-.386
-1.389
-.392
.015
-.087
5.447
-.375
-1.399
-.411
.021
-.542

R2 (adj R2)
.234 (.201)

R2 Change F
.234*
7.24*

.511

.261 (.213)

.027

5.47*

.511

.261 (.205)

.000

4.65*

-.085
.299*
-.093
-.247*
-.168
.039

Block 3
Age
Gender
FCI
GDS-15
5xSTS
CB&M
TWSR

R
.483

-.082
.295*
-.090
-.249*
-.176
.057
-.030

aAcronyms
bGender:

for study variables reported in footnotes of Table 2
0 = males, 1 = females

*p <. 05

The prediction of LLFDI disability limitation utilized the following covariates:
age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15, 5xSTS, CB&M, and TWSR. There was independence of
residuals, as determined by the Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.60. Collective linearity
was approximated, but partial regression plots revealed that the 5xSTS data did not
demonstrate a linear relationship to LLFDI-dl. Therefore, 5xSTS was removed from
the model. The assumption of normality of residuals was met, as assessed by
normal P-P plot. Testing revealed no multi-collinearity, and there were no outliers
identified. The overall model predicting LLFDI disability limitation, a measure of a
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person’s capability of performing life tasks, was statistically significant, R = .668,
R2 = .446, F(6,98) = 13.16, p < .0005, adjusted R2 = .412 (Table 8). The first block
introduced age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15 and significantly predicted LLFDI-dl, F(4,100) =
15.57, p < .0005, and explained 35.9% of the variance. Adding CB&M in block 2 led
to a statistically significant increase in R2 of 5.4%, F change = 9.46, p = .003. The
addition of TWSR in block 3 did not significantly change the prediction of LLFDI-dl
(p = .253). The strongest unique predictors in the final model were CB&M (ß = .454,
p = .002) followed by GDS-15 (ß = -.296, p = .002), but MoCA also approached
significance (p = .052). Generally speaking, better balance and fewer risk factors for
depression predicted more life task capability, essentially less disability.
Table 8. Hierarchical Regression Predicting LLFDI-dl with TWSR and Covariatesa
Predictors
Block 1
Age
FCI
MoCA
GDS-15

Block 2

Age
FCI
MoCA
GDS-15
CB&M

B

ß

-.187
-1.790
1.198
-2.839

-.096
-.241*
.241*
-.385*

.129
-1.268
.793
-2.114
.229

.066
-.171
.160
-.287*
.359*

Block 3
Age
FCI
MoCA
GDS-15
CB&M
TWSR
aAcronyms

.155
-1.197
.840
-2.183
.292
-4.238

R
.620

R2 (adj R2)
.384 (.359)

R2 Change F
.384*
15.57*

.661

.438 (.409)

.054*

15.03*

.668

.446 (.412)

.009

13.16*

.079
-.161
.169
-.296*
.458*
-.131

for study variables reported in footnotes of Table 2
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*p <. 05

Age, GDS-15, 5xSTS, CB&M, and TWSR were significantly associated with and
were used to predict LSA. There was linearity as assessed by partial regression
plots and a plot of studentized residuals against predicted values. There was
independence of residuals, as determined by the Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.16.
The assumption of normality of residuals was met, as assessed by normal P-P plot.
Testing revealed no multi-collinearity. There were no significant outliers identified.
The final model was significant for predicting life space, R2 = .215, F(5,95) = 5.19, p <
.0005, adjusted R2 = .173 (Table 9). Age, and GDS-15, entered in block 1, together
were significant predictors of life space accounting for 10.4% of the variance,
F(2,98) = 6.82, p=.002. Adding 5xSTS and CB&M to block 2 significantly increased
the explanation of variance by 6.4%, F change = 3.80, p=.026. The addition of TWSR

Table 9. Hierarchical Regression Predicting LSA with TWSR and Covariatesa
Predictors
Block 1
Age
GDS-15

B

ß

-.653
-2.713

-.272*
-.218*

-.190
-1.605
-.619
.209

-.066
-.129
-.117
.264

-.245
-1.497
-.266
.090
10.049

-.102
-.117
-.050
.106
.246

Block 2
Age
GDS-15
5xSTS
CB&M

Block 3
Age
GDS-15
5xSTS
CB&M
TWSR
aAcronyms

R
.349

R2 (adj R2)
.122 (.104)

R2 Change F
.104*
6.82*

.432

.187 (.153)

.064*

5.50*

.463

.215 (.173)

.028

5.19*

for study variables reported in footnotes of Table 2
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*p <. 05

in the third block did not significantly increase the predictive power of the model (p
= .068). None of the predictors was identified as a significant unique predictor of
LSA.

Results Aim 4: Determine how the predictive ability of TWSR compares to that of
SSWS, MWS, slowWS.
Aim 4 explored the comparison of TWSR versus SSWS, MWS, and slowWS to
predict function, disability, and life space. To do this, regression analyses from Aim
3 utilizing TWSR were repeated with SSWS and MWS as predictor variables for
LLFDI function, LLDFI disability and LSA, but were not repeated using slowWS as a
predictor since this variable was not found to correlate with any of the outcomes of
interest.
First, univariate linear regression analyses previously completed with TWSR
as the predictor variable were repeated separately with SSWS and MWS as
predictors. Then hierarchical multivariate linear regression models were
constructed first for SSWS and then for MWS using the same 3 block format: first
adding the body structure and function variables found to be significantly correlated
to the outcome variables, next adding the activity variables, and finally adding the
walking speed variable of interest. As with prior analyses, the decision was made to
not transform variables with non-normal distributions due to regression analysis
being robust for violations in normality and to enable clearer interpretations with
these clinical tools.
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Comparisons of the results of the univariate regression analyses for TWSR,
SSWS, and MWS are in Table 10. For predicting function, both SSWS and MWS were
entered into linear regression models to assess if they were significantly related to
LLFDI-f scores. Both analyses (with SSWS and MWS) met all assumptions except for
the presence of one outlier. Repeated analyses without the outliers demonstrated
significance in both SSWS and MWS cases, therefore the models with the outliers
were kept. SSWS significantly predicted LLFDI-f, F(1,108) = 89.97, p<.0005, and
accounted for 44.9% (adjusted R2) of the variance in LLFDI-f. The prediction
equation was LLFDI-f = 26.09 + (34.17 x SSWS). Similarly, MWS also predicted
LLFDI-f, F(1,108) = 88.22, p<.0005, accounting for 44.5% of the variance. The
prediction equation using MWS was LLFDI-f = 32.67 + (21.06 x MWS). For
Table 10. Univariate Linear Regression Comparisons for TWSR, SSWS, MWSa
Models

LSA

LLFDI-dl

LLFDI-df

LLFDI-f

Outcome

aStudy

R

R2

Adj. R2

F

p value

TWSR

.608

.370

.364

63.41

<.0005

SSWS

.674

.454

.449

89.97

<.0005

MWS

.671

.450

.445

88.22

<.0005

TWSR

.224

.050

.041

5.66

.019

SSWS

.297

.088

.080

10.35

.002

MWS

.236

.057

.047

6.33

.013

TWSR

.340

.116

.107

14.01

<.0005

SSWS

.486

.236

.229

33.10

<.0005

MWS

.418

.175

.167

22.64

<.0005

TWSR

.439

.193

.185

25.78

<.0005

SSWS

.417

.174

.166

22.70

<.0005

MWS

.426

.181

.174

23.92

<.0005

Predictor

variable acronyms reported in footnotes of Table 2
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predicting function, SSWS and MWS performed similarly by explaining similar
amounts of variance in LLFDI-f (adj. R2 SSWS: 44.9% and MWS: 44.5%), while TWSR
did not perform as well (36.4%).
Linear regression analyses using SSWS and MWS to predict LLFDI-df were
then performed. There were 2 outliers in the analysis of both SSWS and MWS.
When removed, the models were still significant, so the outliers were kept in the
analyses. SSWS predicted frequency of performing life tasks (LLFDI-df), F(1,107) =
10.35, p = .002. SSWS accounted for 8.0% of the variance in LLFDI-df and the
prediction equation was LLFDI-df = 45.70 + (9.36 x SSWS). MWS likewise was a
significant predictor of LLFDI-df, F(1,105) = 6.34, p = .013 and accounted for 4.7% of
the variance in LLFDI-df. The prediction equation was LLFDI-df = 49.39 + (4.46 x
MWS). All three walking speed variables accounted for much less of the variance in
LLFDI-df than with the other outcomes (Table 10). TWSR and MWS performed
similarly by predicting 4-5% (adj. R2) of the variance in the frequency of performing
life skills, while SSWS predicted the most variance at 8.0%.
For predicting disability limitation (LLFDI-dl), the capability to perform life
tasks, all assumptions were met for both SSWS and MWS analyses. SSWS was a
statistically significant predictor, F(1,107) = 33.010, p < .0005. In this univariate
model, SSWS accounted for 22.9% of the variance in LLFDI-dl. The resulting
prediction equation was: LLFDI-dl = 49.80 + (29.03 x SSWS). MWS was also
significantly related to LLFDI-dl and accounted for 16.7% of LLFDI-dl variance, F(1,
107) = 22.639, p < .0005. By comparison, SSWS accounted for more variance (adj. R2
= 22.9%) in LLFDI-dl than either MWS or TWSR, with TWSR accounting for the least
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amount of variance (10.7%) out of the three walking speed predictor variables
(Table 10).
For life space, the linear regression model constructed with SSWS predicted
16.6% of the variance and was statistically significant, F(1,108) = 22.695, p<.0005.
The regression equation was: LSA = 47.07 + (32.14 x SSWS). When using MWS to
predict life space, the model was also statistically significant, F(1, 108) = 23.924,
p<.0005, and explained 17.4% of the variance in life space. Likewise, the resulting
equation was: LSA = 52.40 + (20.35 x MWS). Here, unlike the prior analyses, TWSR
accounted for the most variance in life space, at adj. R2 = 18.5%, out of all of the
walking speed variables and SSWS accounted for the least at 16.6% (Table 10).
As univariate linear regression was statistically significant for all of the
analyses, then multivariate hierarchical linear regression models were constructed
using the same variables that demonstrated significant relationships to the
outcomes. For the prediction of LLFDI-f, similar three block models were
constructed with block 1 including age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15, block 2 with 5xSTS, and
CB&M, and the final block with either SSWS or MWS. Table 11 reports the
comparisons of the final models for TWSR, SSWS, and MWS. The final models
predicting LLFDI-f overall were significant for both SSWS (R2 = .540, F(7,91) =
15.243, p < .0005, adjusted R2 = .504) and MWS (R2 = .542, F(7,91) = 15.403, p <
.0005, adjusted R2 = .507). However, similar to the results from the TWSR modeling,
when SSWS or MWS were added in block 3, they did not significantly contribute to
the variance observed in LLFDI-f (p > .05). The multivariate hierarchical regression
analyses for all of the walking speed variables predicted a similarly large portion of
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the variance in LLFDI function at just over 50% for all models. All three final models
(with TWSR, SSWS, and MWS) had CB&M as the strongest unique predictor, and in
the TWSR and MWS models the FCI was also a unique predictor for function.

Table 11. Hierarchical Multiple Regression Comparisons for TWSR, SSWS, MWS^

LSA

LLFDI-dl

LLFDI-df

LLFDI-f

Outcome

Predictor of R
interest

R2

Adj. R2

R2 change
block 3*

p-value

TWSRa

.735

.540

.505

.013

< .0005

SSWSa

.735

.540

.504

.012

< .0005

MWSa

.736

.542

.507

.015

< .0005

TWSRb

.511

.261

.205

.000

< .0005

SSWSb

.511

.261

.205

.000

< .0005

MWSb

.512

.262

.206

.001

< .0005

TWSRc

.668

.446

.412

.009

< .0005

SSWSc

.662

.438

.404

.000

< .0005

MWSc

.669

.448

.414

.010

< .0005

TWSRd

.463

.215

.173

.028

< .0005

SSWSd

.433

.187

.145

.001

.001

MWSd

.435

.189

.147

.003

.001

(full model)

^ Study variable acronyms reported in footnotes of Table 2
Model included: age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15 (block 1), added 5xSTS and CB&M (block 2), then walking speed variable
(block 3)
b Model included: age, gender, FCI, GDS-15 (block 1), added 5xSTS and CB&M (block 2), then walking speed variable
(block 3)
c Model included: age, FCI, MoCA, GDS-15 (block 1), added CB&M (block 2), then walking speed variable (block 3)
d Model included: age, GDS-15 (block 1), added 5xSTS, CB&M (block 2), then walking speed variable (block 3)
a

* None of the models increased R2 significantly (p < .05) after the addition of the walking speed variables

The correlates used for LLFDI-df prediction remained age, gender, FCI, GDS15, 5xSTS, CB&M, along with either SSWS or MWS. While the full model with SSWS
was significant (R2 = .261, F(7,92) = 4.64, p < .0005, adjusted R2 = .205), only block 1
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with age, gender, FCI and GDS-15 as covariates significantly contributed to the
change in variance of LLFDI-df (block 1 significant F change, p < .0005, block 2, p =
.188, and block 3, p = .914). When MWS was utilized as a predictor, the final model
was again significant, R2 = .262, F(7,92) = 4.66 , p < .0005, adjusted R2 = .206.
However, as with TWSR and SSWS, only the first block in the model with age,
gender, FCI, and GDS-15 contributed significantly to the explained variance of
LLFDI-df (block 2 significant F change, p = .188 and block 3, p = .714). All of the
walking speed variable models predicted a similar amount of the variance in
disability frequency, approximately 20%. Also, for all models, gender and GDS-15
scores were unique predictors of the frequency of performing life tasks.
Like TWSR, both SSWS and MWS predicted disability limitation, therefore
hierarchical models were constructed for each walking speed to compare to the
TWSR model. The covariates remained the same and included age, FCI, MoCA, and
GDS-15 in the first block, then CB&M scores in the second block, and finally the
walking speed variable, either SSWS or MWS, in the third block. Both SSWS and
MWS models were significant overall: for SSWS, R2 = .438, F(6,98) = 12.73, p< .0005,
adjusted R2 = .404, and for MWS, R2 = .448, F(6,98) = 13.23, p < .0005, adjusted R2 =
.414. Similar to the TWSR hierarchical models, the first two blocks significantly
increased the prediction of LLFDI-dl, but the addition of SSWS or MWS in the third
block did not (SSWS block 3 F change, p = .790 and MWS, p = .186). Regression
models with TWSR and MWS produced only a very slight increase in predicted
variance compared with SSWS (41.2% TWSR, 41.4% MWS, and 40.4% SSWS).
Similar to the analysis with TWSR, both SSWS and MWS models predicting LLFDI-dl
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had the CB&M as the strongest unique predictor in the final model followed by the
GDS-15.
Age, GDS-15, 5xSTS, and CB&M were significantly associated with life space
and were therefore used as covariates in the hierarchical multivariate regression
models for both SSWS and MWS. The three-stage hierarchical linear regression
model with SSWS was able to predict life space, R2 = .187, F(5,95) = 4.382, p = .001,
adjusted R2= .145. However as with TWSR, block 3 with the addition of SSWS did
not significantly change the predictive power of the model (p = .754). Likewise, the
hierarchical model with MWS could significantly predict life space overall R2 = .189,
F(5,95) = 4.437, p = .001, adjusted R2= .147. When MWS was added in the third
block, there also was not a significant change in the predictive ability of the model
(p=.570). For life space, the TWSR model predicted the most variance, at 17.3%, and
SSWS and MWS models both predicted 14.5 and 14.7%, respectively. None of the
predictor variables in the TWSR, SSWS, or MWS models were identified as unique
significant predictors of LSA.
In this sample of community-dwelling older adults, all of the variables of
interest (TWSR, SSWS, or MWS) significantly predicted outcomes in univariate
analyses. However, none of the walking speed related variables increased the
prediction models for function, disability, or community mobility when other
covariates were taken into account. In fact, models with TWSR, SSWS, and MWS all
performed similarly when comparing the amount of explained variance for the
outcomes.
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Summary of results
Slow walking speed measured over 10 meters by stopwatch was found to be
reliable in both test-retest and interrater analyses. Interestingly, none of the
measured study variables correlated significantly with slowWS, except TWSR.
Numerous variables had fair to moderate correlation with TWSR, a measure of the
range of speed that a person can voluntarily produce. While TWSR was a significant
predictor of the ability to perform functional activities (LLFDI-f), the frequency of
performing life tasks (LLFDI-df), the ability to perform life tasks (LLFDI-dl), and lifespace (LSA), these predictive relationships did not remain in multivariate
hierarchical linear regression analyses when controlling for other variables related
to the outcomes. A similar pattern of results was seen when SSWS and MWS were
used as predictors in the same regression analyses, as neither walking speed
significantly added to the ability to predict the outcomes.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Introduction
Dynamic systems theory provides a framework for understanding motor
control that takes into account multiple systems that self-organize and interact nonlinearly in order to produce movement that evolves in response to task and
environment demands.28,31 Walking is one example of such a motor behavior, and in
particular walking speed is one expression of the multi-system, non-linear
characteristics of walking.8,46,75 Walking at speeds other than usual speed has been
identified as challenging and has been suggested to place greater demands on motor
control.30,63 While walking at a self-selected and maximum speeds has been
investigated, the ability to walk slowly or to produce different walking speeds as a
potential indicator of walking adaptability has not, as yet, been fully explored. This
study sought to investigate if a measure of total walking speed range (TWSR) would
provide information about function, disability, and life-space in community-dwelling
older adults that could not be gained by measuring one walking speed alone. The
aims of this investigation were:
1. to explore the psychometric properties of slow walking speed as a new,
challenging walking speed and a component of TWSR;
2. to determine the relationship between TWSR and measures of body
structure and function, activity, and participation;
3. to determine if TWSR contributed to the prediction of function, disability,
and community mobility; and
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4. to compare the predictive ability of TWSR with other walking speed
measures (SSWS, MWS, slowWS).
In this chapter, the implications of the results of this work are discussed in
relationship to the aims, as well as discussions of recommendations for future work
and acknowledgement of limitations.

Discussion and Interpretation of Results
This is the first known investigation of the range of walking speeds a person
can produce as a potential measure for walking speed adaptability. Following a
discussion about study participants in general, the results for each aim will be
discussed separately in the context of pertinent existing literature.
The volunteers for this investigation were quite homogeneous with almost
93% being Caucasian and 79% women. As a comparison, in the United States
approximately 78% of older adults are Caucasian and at least 56% of older adults
are women.2 The research questions did not revolve around race and gender effects
and a specific racial make-up was not sought for participants, but study fliers were
posted in diverse neighborhoods and data collection sites included two senior
centers expected to attract more diverse participants. This cohort also differed from
national demographics in a number of other ways. Almost 84% of participants
reported regular exercise, although the mean amount of weekly exercise varied
greatly in this cohort at 187.97 ± 158.14 minutes per week. The vast majority of
older adults in the United States do not meet the physical activity guidelines of 150
minutes of moderate activity per week,2 which made the mean weekly minutes in
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this group notable. The activity level of participants is perhaps not completely
unexpected with recruitment sites including senior centers and YMCAs with
exercise programming. Additionally, participants had a lower rate of obesity than
national reports (21% vs. 35% nationally2) and the percentage reporting falls
(20.56%) is lower than the almost 30% fall rate typically cited for older adults.192
Other data suggested that these participants were in relatively good health as
well. The average participant had 2 comorbidities and screened negative for
depression risk. Almost 75% lived in their own home and a vast majority still drove
as a primary means of transportation (91.7%). The mean time for the 5xSTS test in
the group, 11.04 seconds, was faster than norms reported for community-dwelling
adults 60 years and older (12.06 – 12.9 seconds),134,137 but slower than times
reported for senior athletes (7.26 – 10.39 seconds).130 Mean SSWS, at 1.18 m/s, was
above the 1.0 m/s suggested cut-off to indicate risk for adverse events,12,14 but in a
similar SSWS range as those found in other investigations of community-dwelling
older adults.17,78
Balance testing was challenging, with none of the participants reaching a
perfect score on the CB&M. This is consistent with the only other published study
found evaluating this tool for use in older adults, where there were no reported
ceiling effects and a mean score of 47.6 ± 18.7.155 In this investigation, participant
CB&M scores were slightly more variable, as indicated by a larger standard
deviation (mean score = 49.0 ± 22.14), but still without ceiling effects. This study
confirms the findings that the CB&M is a challenging test even for relatively healthy
and active community-dwelling older adults.155
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One finding from this cohort that could indicate less than optimal health was
the mean MoCA score of 24.9 ± 2.83. Generally, a score of less than 26 out of 30
possible points is considered a potential indication of mild cognitive impairment.141
Participants who expressed that the test was difficult or who scored less than 26
were encouraged to speak with their physician about their results, particularly if the
difficulty of the MoCA was concerning to the participant. However, since these
participants were able to contact the investigator, schedule assessment
appointments, and arrive at these appointments at the scheduled time, they were
considered community-dwelling and independent with the exception of the one
participant excluded as previously described. In fact, the results for the participants
in this study are better than mean scores found in published normative data.
Rossetti and colleagues189 administered the MoCA to over 2600 people from ages 18
to 85 as part of a longitudinal study on the development of cardiovascular risk
factors. They reported mean MoCA scores for people over 60 years old (n = 725)
ranging from 21.32 – 22.69 depending on the decade of age and concluded that
further normative data and cut-point delineation is needed for community-dwelling
adults. Different cut points for identifying mild cognitive impairment have been
proposed, and some have better negative predictive values, which helps to lower
false positive rates, than the cut-point utilized by the test developers.141,143
Identifying cognitive impairment was not the purpose of this project. However, the
ability to determine if a referral is necessary for subject safety is important. In the
future, considering both the available age-related normative data and published cut-
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points could possibly allow a lower score to suggest the need for participants to
contact their physician.
Overall, the participants in this study presented as a fairly well-functioning
cohort. This may account for much of the data’s lack of normal distribution found
during statistical analysis. The skewed distributions of many variables indicate
what has already been discussed: that this cohort was well-functioning and has, for
example, more individuals with few comorbidities, few or no signs of depression,
more minutes of exercise, faster 5xSTS times, and faster SSWS times than it does
individuals with poorer performance.
Next, the findings for each aim and research questions will be discussed in
detail.
Aim 1 Discussion
RQ1a – How reliable is slowWS in a sample of community-dwelling older adults?
In this study, slowWS was found to be reliable when measured by stopwatch,
confirming the hypothesis that slowWS would have good test-retest and interrater
reliability. SSWS and MWS both have previously reported ICCs > 0.75, with most
reports indicating ICCs > 0.9, meaning excellent reliability and consistency
regardless of the measurement method.18,71,72,99,193 The measurement of slowWS
appears be as reliable and consistent as the more traditional measures of walking
speed, with both test-retest and interrater reliability ICCs > 0.9.
While there are reports that the cues given to produce slower walking speeds
do result in speeds significantly different from self-selected or maximum,30,33 this is
the first study to investigate reliability of a slowWS itself. This investigation’s
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hypothesis was that slowWS would be reliable, but the extremely high degree of
reliability (ICC = 0.971-0.997) was unexpected. Since prior research measuring
walking speeds with a stopwatch has been shown to be reliable but has also
indicated that walking slower might be more difficult,19,30,33 slowWS was anticipated
to have good but not excellent reliability. Although challenge of the task was not
recorded formally, many participants commented that walking slowly was “difficult”
or “took more concentration” to perform. For this reason, the expected reliability
could have been expected to be a lower, but still significant, correlation. It appears
that even though subjective reports indicate difficulty in performing this slow
walking task, specific and consistent instructions while administering a walking
speed test result in reliable and consistent results for slowWS. Future research
should look to capture a measure of difficulty or challenge for this walking speed
compared to other walking speeds based upon the participant subjective reports in
this investigation.
RQ1b - What is the relationship between slowWS and measures of body structure and
function, activities, and participation?
Unlike other measures of walking speed, slowWS was not shown to relate to
any of the other study variables except TWSR. The research hypothesis was that
slowWS would be related to most variables but have the highest correlation with
cognition and balance; this was rejected based upon the results. This result was
surprising based upon prior literature reviewed and subjective reports of
participants during testing.
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Previous work concerning slow walking speed suggested that slower walking
required more attention,19 altered control of the trunk,33,60 changed some muscle
activation patterns,59 and caused increased variability or timing issues indicating
that slower speeds might be more difficult for motor control.30,61 Collectively these
previous findings suggest an interplay between systems, in line with dynamic
systems theory, as both neuromuscular and cognitive systems are highlighted as
being challenged during slow walking. We know from previous research that
cognitive ability does impact SSWS and MWS.78,80,108,194 Additionally, dual task
condition investigations highlight that cognitive resources needed for performing a
secondary task while moving cause alterations in walking.195–197 The suggestion
that slow walking speed is a challenging condition that requires more attention may
indicate that it is essentially a dual task; many participants in this study indicated a
need to think about walking slowly more than when they walked at SSWS. If
dividing attention results in variable motor performance, such as the altered trunk
control or variability in timing discussed previously, then this might cause balance
difficulties as well. Due to these reasons, the expectation was that cognition and
balance measures, at a minimum, would be associated with slow walking speed,
which was not confirmed in this sample. Additionally, since other walking speeds
have shown association with age, strength, depression, function, and disability, it
was expected that slowWS would be related to these variables as well.
Cognition was measured using the MoCA which is a cognitive screening tool
rather than a measure of a specific aspect of cognitive function.139 While the MoCA
does have individual items dedicated to attention and concentration, it does not
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solely assess these cognitive domains. It is possible that cognition was not found to
relate to slowWS because specific cognitive constructs, like attention, were not
measured in isolation and a composite score did not give enough information about
how specific impairments would relate to slowWS. On the other hand, brief
cognitive screening tools, like the MoCA and MMSE, are commonly utilized and
linked to SSWS or MWS walking speeds.77,107 However, walking speeds are also
found to relate with specific cognitive function tests, like tests for processing speed
or verbal fluency.107,108 Future research should explore whether there are specific
cognitive function constructs, like attention or processing speed, that relate to and
better explain slowWS performance.
The lack of association between slowWS and balance was also unexpected
based on prior work with other walking speeds.9,73,104 The CB&M test used in this
investigation is a difficult composite of balance tasks that may have captured the
requirements for SSWS, MWS, and TWSR better than the balance requirements for
slowWS. For instance, multiple items on the CB&M are scored better with faster
walking times and also involve muscle power (e.g. hopping, running, stairs), which
intuitively seem less related to walking slowly. With age, there is a decline in SSWS
and also an increase in double support time, a decrease in step length, and a
decrease in cadence.198 Therefore, the increase in double support time with slower
SSWSs may indicate that testing the ability to stabilize in a position might be better
associated with slowWS than the complex dynamic balance activities in the CB&M.
Future research should consider utilizing tests such as semi-tandem, tandem, or
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even single leg stance times as possible indicators of the ability to stabilize the body
during slower walking tasks.
The lack of correlation to the other expected variables may also be due to
slowWS requiring abilities that were not fully captured by the current battery of
tests. For instance, the 5xSTS test was used as a functional task that also measures
global LE strength and power. This was most highly correlated with MWS, which
makes sense as walking fast requires more power than walking at self-selected or
slow speeds. However, as walking slowly is not a power activity, it may be that the
5xSTS test was not the best choice to demonstrate the strength requirements for
slowWS. Perhaps, the strength of muscles that can stabilize the pelvis or lower
extremities, such as the gluteus medius, would be more associated with slowWS.
Further research is needed to explore individual LE muscles for their strength and
relationship to slowWS.
Finally, the cue used for slowWS, “walk very slowly as if you are in an art
gallery,”33 may not have resulted in the best performance of slowWS ability. Asking
participants to “walk as slowly as you can” may elicit a larger TWSR, but to date
there has been no research investigating the difference between cues to elicit a
slowWS. During this investigation, several participants asked if the given cue (to
walk very slowly as if in an art gallery) meant to walk as slow as possible. When this
occurred, the cue to walk very slowly was repeated. If the participant asked again,
the response was “no, not as slowly as possible, just walk very slowly.” One
participant responded that the instruction was understood, but then said he would
walk as slow as possible. It was noted that this changed his gait pattern, causing
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extremely short step lengths, no arm swing, and a constant gaze at his feet. For this
reason, the cue to walk very slowly may be preferred to mimic how slower walking
might be used in daily life rather than a more “manufactured” walk as slow as
possible that little resembles normal walking patterns. Additionally, slowWS was
tested after both SSWS and MWS which may have fatigued participants or biased
them toward faster, rather than slower, walking. Participants were informed that
they could ask for a rest at any time during testing and were asked if they were
ready to proceed to the next test item, which hopefully minimized the effects of
fatigue. Future research should utilize randomization of the order in which
participants are asked to demonstrate different walking speeds in order to
determine if testing order affects the different walking speeds.

Aim 2 Discussion:
RQ2a - What is the relationship between TWSR and body structure and function as
measured by age, gender, comorbidities, LE strength, cognition, and depression?
This is the first investigation into TWSR and its relationship with clinical
measures across the domains of body structure/function, activities, and
participation. The hypothesis that TWSR would be significantly correlated to
comorbidities, cognition, and depression measures was accepted. TWSR was also
significantly correlated to age, gender, and the 5xSTS as a measure of LE strength
and power (Table 3). The only other known investigation into the correlates of
walking speed adaptability involved WSR.104 In that population-based study (n =
155), the percentage of change from preferred to fast walking speed was found to
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be significantly related to memory and processing speed, but not to strength,
balance, pain, depression, visuospatial ability, or executive function. By contrast,
these results suggest that the range of available walking speeds, measured as TWSR,
does have significant relationships to factors other than cognitive function. These
differences may be the result of the WSR study using different tests for strength and
balance (quadriceps strength or static standing with eyes open and closed) or
having a different sample by virtue of a random selection of participants rather than
a sample of convenience. Importantly, the construct of walking speed adaptability
in this study involved the ability to walk at a slower and faster speed, not just the
ability to speed up. Therefore, the different relationships seen with TWSR, rather
than those seen with WSR, could signify the differences in multiple interacting
systems needed to produce both slower and faster speeds.
The findings for TWSR were similar in direction and strength for both SSWS
and MWS. SSWS out of all the walking speed variables had the strongest
relationship to age, comorbidities, and the GDS-15, although the differences in the
strengths of these relationships were small. Age is consistently negatively related
to SSWS, MWS, and TWSR, with greater age resulting in slower walking speeds and a
smaller walking speed range.9,47,71 A reduction in MWS with age could result in the
current finding that TWSR was also negatively associated with age. Similarly,
negative relationships exist for comorbidities and depression risk with walking
speeds: more comorbidity burden or higher depression risk both related to slower
SSWS and MWS as seen in previous studies8,47 and also was associated with a
smaller TWSR. On the other hand, MWS had the strongest relationship to gender
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and the 5xSTS compared with TWSR and SSWS. TWSR had the strongest
relationship to the MoCA. The relationship of all walking speeds to the 5xSTS was
one of the strongest of all the included variables. This is not surprising, as lower
extremity strength has been consistently shown to be related to walking
speed.9,46,71,104,110
While many variables were found to relate to walking speeds, the stronger
associations of gender and 5xSTS to MWS makes sense. First for gender, men are
usually taller than women; leg length and height have been found to correlate with
walking speed due to longer step lengths and increasing speed can occur by either
lengthening steps or increasing cadence.71,113 Women can increase cadence just like
men, but if their leg lengths overall are shorter, the ability to lengthen step length
will not be limited, thus not enabling as fast a walking speed. This investigation did
not measure leg length or step length, but many other investigations, particularly
when collecting normative data, use gender as a possible covariate to address this
issue. Additionally, it would make sense that the 5xSTS test has a stronger
correlation with MWS, as it is a measure of not only LE strength but also power.
Faster walking moves a person across a distance in a smaller amount of time, and
therefore can be considered a power activity.
Further investigation into specific cognitive domains may help elucidate why
the relationship between cognition and TWSR was only fair, although it was slightly
stronger than the MoCA’s relationships to SSWS or MWS. Callisaya and
colleagues104 found that memory and processing speed were significantly related to
WSR using specific cognitive domain tests rather than a screening tool like the
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MoCA. It may be that TWSR, by requiring the comprehension of different cues to
produce different walking speeds, is more strongly related to a specific cognitive
function like attention or processing ability. Therefore, specific tests of cognitive
function rather than a screen might demonstrate stronger relationships to TWSR, as
well as slowWS, and should be the focus of future research.
As far as the amount of TWSR produced by older adult participants, the mean
TWSR in this investigation was 1.02 ± .43 m/s. This indicates a robust range of
speeds that community-dwelling older adults have at their disposal to use in daily
life; whether individuals make use of that complete range of speeds, however, has
yet to be investigated. The use of activity monitors could enable the investigation of
total walking speed range in daily life. However, currently this line of research
reports mean walking speed, rather than the fully utilized range of walking speeds
considered TWSR.39,40,199,200
While prior work has not investigated TWSR specifically, two other studies
asked participants to walk at slower and faster speeds enabling the calculation of a
TWSR from the mean slow and fast walking speeds. The TWSR found in this
investigation was between those that could be calculated from other studies: a
calculated TWSR of 0.7 m/s30 when participants (n=111) were asked to walk at
three speeds from as slow to as fast as possible, and a calculated TWSR of 1.33 m/s 1.46 m/s (depending on age range, either 80-86 or 60-69 years old respectively)33
when participants (n = 26) were asked to walk at five different speeds from very
slow to very fast. The community-dwelling participants in these two studies were of
similar age and were subjected to similar inclusion and exclusion criteria as those
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participants in this investigation. Although only preliminary data, it appears that
healthy, community-dwelling older adults do have a fairly significant range of
walking speeds available for everyday use.

RQ2b – What is the relationship between TWSR and activity and participation
measures such as balance, function, disability, and life space?
The hypothesis stated that TWSR would have a stronger correlation to
participation measures, specifically the LLFDI disability components and the LSA,
than it would to activity measures. This hypothesis was rejected. While TWSR was
significantly correlated to all activity and participation measures, the association
with balance was the strongest, followed by a moderately strong association to the
LLFDI-function. Investigation of WSR involving individuals following stroke has
also demonstrated a strong relationship to balance measured by the Berg Balance
Scale.117 The similar association to balance occurred despite differing balance
assessments and participant characteristics, perhaps indicating the importance of
balance for walking speed adaptability in both those with and without mobilityrelated pathology. The LLFDI disability components and the LSA only had fair
strength in their relationships to TWSR. Despite only a fair strength correlation, the
association between life-space and TWSR was stronger than it was with either SSWS
or MWS.
There have not been studies found to date that report the relationship of
walking speed adaptability and function. However, previous work has shown a
significant relationship between walking speed and function measured by specific
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ADL tasks.89 In this study it was MWS that had the largest significant relationship to
function, not TWSR. Perhaps in this sample of relatively healthy individuals, the
ability to walk faster worked better to discriminate those with higher function
because it is a harder task and more related to power. Power has a stronger
relationship to function than strength alone which may help explain these results.201
Disability in this sample of community-dwelling individuals only had a fair
association with TWSR and was most strongly related to SSWS, even though the
relationship was not very strong. A person might not perform an item on the LLFDI
simply because of a lack of interest in that activity rather than a performance deficit.
This may be why the limitation in performing life tasks (LLFDI-dl) was more
strongly related to walking speed variables than disability frequency (LLFDI-df).
Life-space and TWSR had the strongest relationship compared to the other
walking speeds. While the study hypothesis that TWSR and life-space would be one
of the strongest relationships was not supported, the observation that TWSR had a
stronger correlation with life-space than the other walking speeds does suggest that
it might be a useful measure to indicate community mobility. Having a larger range
of walking speeds available during community mobility would seem to enable a
person to have a “larger world” or life-space. However, accessing and engaging in
the community are not solely dependent upon walking ability. Leaving the home
involves cognitive function for planning and implementing outings, as well as
available means of transportation, a desire to leave the home, social connections,
physical ability, and more.147,202 Previous life-space investigation has shown that
movement outside of one’s home increases physical activity and step counts, but
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movement beyond one’s town does not necessarily cause an increase in these
measures.203 Perhaps, because the large majority of participants in this project
reported driving as the primary means of transportation, instead of walking to a bus
stop or walking for transportation in town, a strong relationship between TWSR and
LSA should not be expected.

Aim 3 Discussion
RQ3a - Does TWSR contribute significantly to the prediction of function, disability, and
community mobility?
In unadjusted, univariate linear regression analysis, TWSR predicted
function, disability and community mobility, confirming the hypothesis. TWSR
predicted the largest amount of variance in function, followed by disability
limitation, life-space, and the smallest variance in the frequency of performing life
tasks. As TWSR was conceived as a measure of walking speed adaptability, and that
adaptability could be expected to be needed more in the community, the smaller
prediction of life-space compared to LLFDI-function was interesting. Life-space has
been shown to be slightly worse and have lower test-retest reliability in colder
compared to warmer months.204 Since this study occurred both in colder and
warmer months, it may be that some participant’s LSA scores were affected by
confidence in driving in winter weather and resulted in reduced out of home activity
which may have, in turn, affected TWSR. Test results of other participants in
warmer months might not have been affected by these conditions.
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While the current investigation is the first to explore the relationships
between walking speed adaptability and function or participation, Middleton and
colleagues116 explored the ability of WSR to predict daily ambulatory activity
measured in steps per day, which was utilized similarly to life-space as a proxy for
community mobility. Their study found that WSR expressed as a ratio (MWS/SSWS)
predicted steps per day, but WSR as a difference (MWS-SSWS), most similar to
TWSR, did not. However, while significant, the WSR ratio only explained 6% of the
variance in steps per day, while TWSR in this investigation predicted 18.5% of lifespace, 36.4% of LLFDI-f, and between 4 - 10.7% of the LLFDI-df and LLFDI-dl. It
may be that this measure of the range of walking speeds, rather than the ability to
speed up, is more useful to predict functional mobility because it represents more
adaptable behavior and applies to a wider range of functional tasks performed in
different environments.

RQ3b - Does TWSR continue to significantly predict function, disability, and life space
in models that include other covariates related to the outcomes?
When other variables related to the outcomes were added into multivariate
hierarchical regression models, TWSR was not found to increase the model’s
explained variance for LLFDI-f, LLFDI-df, LLFDI-dl, or LSA. Therefore, the
hypothesis that TWSR would be a significant predictor was rejected.
Similar to the univariate analyses, the largest amount of variance in the
hierarchical models was explained when predicting function. Although the addition
of TWSR in the final block of the model did not significantly increase the explained
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variance, the other covariates with TWSR increased the ability to predict function,
from 36.4% in a univariate model to 50.5% in the final multivariate model. Among
the variables used to predict function, better balance and fewer comorbidities were
unique predictors in the regression analysis. These predictors are consistent with
prior research that demonstrated higher comorbidity burden and impaired balance
were associated with worse physical function or ADL ability.123,205
Predicting disability also greatly improved when multiple covariates were
considered. The amount of predicted variance of disability frequency was five times
higher with the multivariate model (adj R2 = 4.1% vs. 20.5%), and the explained
variance of disability limitation was almost four times better with multiple variables
(adj R2 = 10.7% vs 41.2%). Gender and depression risk, but not TWSR, emerged as
unique predictors for disability frequency. The positive regression coefficient for
gender indicates that females are more likely to have a larger LLFDI-df score, which
may be due to the majority of the sample being female. For disability limitation,
however, balance and depression risk were significant, unique predictors. The
association of depression with disability is perhaps not unexpected. Those with
features of clinical depression, including losing the desire to participate in regular
activity and fatigue,206 may reduce the frequency of performing those tasks which
can then ultimately lead to actual limitations in performance. In fact, prior work
demonstrated that those with lower GDS-15 scores (less depression risk) had
significantly reduced disability, defined as deficits in more than two ADLs, compared
to those with higher GDS-15 scores.183 The LLFDI disability components highlight
that the inability to perform life tasks and roles involves more than physical
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performance; it also involves the frequency of doing those tasks. The emergence of
depression risk as a significant predictor for both disability measures adds to prior
work that has shown depression and the LLFDI disability component were
associated167 and indicates that depression may also predict LLFDI disability
components as well.
Finally, unlike the results with the other outcomes of interest, the prediction
of life-space using TWSR did not improve with the addition of other covariates.
After accounting for measures of body structure and function (block 1) and activity
(block 2) in the hierarchical analysis, the model predicted slightly less variance
compared with the univariate model, with the hierarchical adj R2 = 17.3% and the
univariate adj R2 = 18.5%. Life-space was not independently predicted by any of the
variables, although TWSR was the only variable that approached significance (p =
.068) as a unique predictor, indicating it may be an important consideration for
assessing community mobility.
The results for this investigation differed from prior research that
demonstrated significant relationships between the LSA and both psychological and
physical function variables.147,150,207,208 In contrast to this investigation’s results,
Peel and colleagues demonstrated that 58% of the variance in life space could be
explained by a combination of multiple variables measuring similar constructs
(including age, depression risk, cognition, function, and physical performance
measures as well as socio-economic factors).147 There were differences between
their sample and the current study’s sample, however. Peel’s study population was
much larger (n = 1000) and, while of similar age, had a more equal distribution of
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gender, race, and urban versus rural homes, as well as a much smaller reported lifespace (reporting a mean LSA of 64.1 vs. 84.9 in this study). In general, an LSA score
< 60 indicates restricted life-space,207 meaning that Peel’s group was closer to that
reduced mobility classification. The sample in the current investigation was high
functioning with a relatively large life-space, which may indicate that the ability to
predict life-space with a physical performance measure like TWSR differs depending
on the function of the population studied. Future analysis could stratify participants
into those with higher and lower life-space and explore if the predictive ability of
TWSR differs between these groups.

Aim 4 Discussion
RQ4 - How does TWSR compare to SSWS, MWS, and slowWS in prediction of function
and disability (LLFDI) or community mobility (life- space)?
SlowWS was not used in regression modeling because it was not significantly
related to the outcomes of interest. For the remaining walking speed variables, in
univariate linear regression, TWSR, SSWS, MWS all predicted each outcome (LLFDIf, LLFDI-dl, LLFDI-df, LSA). Similar to TWSR, these other walking speed predictors
were able to explain the most variance in function and the least variance in
disability frequency. For all of the outcomes except LSA, SSWS predicted more
variance than either MWS or TWSR. Therefore, the hypothesis that TWSR would
perform as well as the other walking speeds was rejected for the univariate models.
For life-space, however, TWSR predicted the most variance (18.5%), while SSWS
predicted the least (16.6%), possibly indicating that the range of speeds produced
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for TWSR better represents the requirements of community mobility. Theoretically,
the greater the variety in tasks and environments encountered, the greater the need
for walking adaptability. However, whether or not people actually utilize the range
of speeds measured as TWSR during community mobility is currently unknown.
In prior work by Middleton,116 SSWS was the walking speed that best
predicted daily ambulatory activity, explaining 51% of the variance in univariate
linear regression analysis, compared with WSR as a ratio explaining just 6%. While
this current investigation did not capture step counts, activity level information in
terms of function was measured with the LLFDI. TWSR, SSWS, MWS explained from
36-45% of LLFDI-f scores, with TWSR as the measure of walking speed adaptability
predicting a lower amount of function compared with single walking speeds. This is
comparable to prior findings, where walking speed adaptability measured by WSR
was shown to have inferior predictive power for daily ambulatory activity and fall
history compared to SSWS and MWS.42,116
None of the walking speeds variables – TWSR, SSWS, or MWS – were
significant independent contributors to the explained variance of function,
disability, or life-space in multivariate hierarchical regression models. Therefore,
the hypothesis that TWSR would perform as well as the other walking speed
variables was accepted in the hierarchical models. Regardless of the walking speed
variable utilized, similar variance was explained in all multivariate models. The
same variables arose as independent, significant contributors in several models:
better balance was significantly related to higher function and reduced disability
limitation; lower depression risk was associated with both disability components,
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indicating greater frequency and fewer limitations in performing life tasks. None of
the study variables were unique predictors of life-space, and the univariate model
with TWSR predicted as much variance as the models with covariates. Additionally,
TWSR was the only walking speed variable to approach significance as a life-space
predictor in multivariate regression models (TWSR, p = .068 vs. SSWS, p = .754 vs.
MWS, p = .570), suggesting that walking speed adaptability should be explored
further as one possible indicator of community mobility.

Implications for Clinical Practice
The current study adds to the literature concerning the reliability of
measuring walking speed in non-laboratory settings. With consistent procedure
and low-tech equipment, walking speed assessment, whether slowWS, SSWS, or
MWS, appears extremely reliable and simple to perform in the clinic or community.
Challenging patients to produce different walking speeds may enhance their ability
to adapt walking to numerous real-life situations, but this concept requires further
investigation.
All the walking speed measurements, except for slowWS, provided insight
into function, disability, and life-space, but in particular function. Single walking
speeds, especially SSWS, predicted almost as much variance in function as models
with multiple variables. Explaining a large amount of the variance in function by
assessing one variable, walking speed, is extremely efficient for busy clinicians.
Based on the current findings, clinicians should also consider assessing depression
risk and balance as these variables were independent predictors of function and
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disability. This might be particularly important if walking speeds are found to be
below age-expected norms, as a way to gather important data related to activity and
participation.
While there was no clear advantage of using TWSR, it was as effective as
multiple variables in predicting life-space and performed better than SSWS or MWS,
which indicates that it may warrant further investigation. This offers another
clinical efficiency as measuring two walking speeds and deriving TWSR offered as
much information as measuring multiple variables when considering life-space.
TWSR may have more utility in certain populations rather than healthy, communitydwelling older adults. There is emerging evidence that individuals with neurologic
pathology lose their WSR ability,108,117,118 and similarly, perhaps TWSR could also
indicate multi-system pathology that manifests as an inability to alter walking speed
in a different, more frail cohort of community-dwelling older adults.
Walking speed adaptability is a necessary skill that is often lacking postinjury, particularly neurological injury, and this adaptability contributes to function
in a variety of tasks and environments.10,209,210 Physical therapists should assess
walking speed along with the variety of other adaptations needed for independent
community mobility – changes in terrain, obstacles, physical load, lighting, traffic,
and task (single vs. dual).6,10 Asking patients to change speed contributes to their
adaptability and measuring walking speeds in addition to SSWS takes minimal time
in the clinic and can be accomplished reliably. Clinicians should consider assessing
the ability to walk at different speeds for a complete picture of walking adaptability
particularly in those with pathology as their ability to alter speed may be impaired.
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Recommendations for Future Research
There are numerous avenues for future research stemming from this project.
First, slowWS, as a measure of challenging walking, requires further investigation.
The surprising lack of association to other variables, combined with participant
comments about the concentration needed and difficulty of walking slowly, suggests
the need to study the relationship between slowWS and different measures of LE
strength, cognition, and balance. Exploring if individual muscle strengths, if there
are certain cognitive domains like attention or processing speed, and if the strength
of the relationship differs with certain aspects of balance, like anticipatory versus
reactive balance control, that are associated with the ability to walk slowly would be
important projects.
Additionally, whether individuals actually walk much slower than SSWS
during the day and what their actual TWSR is could be explored with wearable
technology. Recording the full range of walking speeds used during the day
combined with GPS recordings may offer the best insight into a person’s true lifespace, if slow walking speeds are utilized and important for function, and whether
the assessed TWSR is actually utilized in daily living.
The concept of TWSR warrants further research, especially in relationship to
life-space, as TWSR had a slightly stronger association to LSA than SSWS or MWS
and approached the ability to independently contribute to the prediction of lifespace. Looking at those with larger and smaller TWSR, perhaps by exploring the
upper and lower quartiles of TWSR ability, may demonstrate a different predictive
capability for this measure of walking speed adaptability. Dichotomizing life-space
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into restricted (LSA < 60) or not restricted would allow the exploration of whether
there is a specific amount of TWSR that can be used to indicate this critical loss of
community mobility. However, the variance explained for life-space was lower than
the other outcomes, suggesting that there are other factors that have not been taken
into account. Perhaps, balance confidence, fear of falling, other measures of the
psychological contribution to mobility, or economic considerations, combined with
looking at higher or lower amounts of TWSR, would increase the explanation of
community mobility through life-space.
The ability of TWSR to predict adverse outcomes like falls or hospitalization
was not explored in this work and is another avenue for future research. As there
already exists inquiry into the ability of WSR to predict fallers, a comparison with
the ability of TWSR to predict fallers could also be investigated.

Limitation and delimitations
Limitations
The STROBE checklist for observational studies was utilized to assist with
research design and reporting. There are several limitations of this study. First, a
sample of convenience was used. There could be a difference between those who
volunteered for research and those that did not, but a large population-based study
with random sampling was not possible with this project. Second, offering a small
gift card may have also influenced participation, but in a sample of convenience not
offering a small enticement may have reduced the number of volunteers. It was felt
that the possibility of this enticement influencing the study sample was an
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acceptable risk to take in order to complete the project in a timely manner and with
adequate statistical power. One limitation not anticipated was that even in
observational studies, there is a need to over-enroll participants since they were
allowed to not answer all questions or complete all activities if it made them
uncomfortable, anxious, or caused pain. As a result, not every variable had the same
number of participants completing that measure or question. Based on this project,
increasing participant enrollment by 3% above the projected need would have
eliminated this issue.
Walking speed is also related to many factors beyond those reviewed in this
work. It is a limitation that every measure that has been found to relate to walking
speed could not be measured in this study. This would require a sample size
comparable to those in large epidemiological studies which would not be
manageable for this project. Instead, some of the most pertinent factors were
chosen in an effort to assess their impact along with walking speed elements
(including the new measure TWSR) on community mobility. In hindsight, a measure
of fear of falling or balance confidence should have been included as this could
impact activity and participation which were the main outcomes of interest.
This work had a couple methodological limitations. First, participants were
allowed to use their hands on their thighs for the 5xSTS. While there is evidence
that performing the test without hands (crossed over chest) or with hands on thighs
does not significantly change the performance time,135 this adaptation to the
original test may have altered results by allowing more participants to complete the
test. Second, it is possible that measuring first SSWS, then MWS, and finally slowWS
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biased participants results for slow walking speed because faster speeds were
performed before the slowest walking speed. Future research should look to
randomize the testing order when collecting multiple walking speeds to alleviate
this potential.
Delimitations
The use of self-report measures was a delimitation since the choice of
measures utilized was under the PI’s control. Self-report measures run the risk of
recall bias, and the recall bias itself was a limitation that was out of the control of the
researcher. However, this was addressed by balancing self-report measures with
performance-based measures as part of this project. The primary outcome of lifespace mobility as a proxy for community mobility is affected by this delimitation as
it is a self-report measure. However, the LSA has been shown to be significantly
correlated with actual step counts making it an acceptable proxy for measuring
community mobility.211
Another delimitation was the risk of fatigue affecting results when
performing a battery of tests. This was managed by alternating the more physically
taxing measures with self-report measures during which participants could sit and
rest. Additionally, subjects were instructed to ask for rest breaks if needed to
minimize the impact of fatigue on the results.
Sample size was also a delimitation, but simple linear regression analysis was
felt to be incomplete without considering possible covariates. The addition of
covariates and using multivariate linear regression increased sample size
requirements. This delimitation was addressed through the personal network of
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the researcher and the use of social media and word of mouth recruiting in addition
to posted fliers.
Additionally, the skewed data and decision to not transform this data may
have impacted statistical conclusion validity. However, the reasoning behind
avoiding transformation of the data was clear: not transforming preserved data that
was real and actual performance, the statistical analysis was robust to violations of
normality, and not transforming data made interpretation more accessible to
clinicians. The decision to forego post hoc corrections (such as the Bonferroni
correction) when performing multiple tests was also felt to be justified as this
project was exploratory in nature. Therefore, it was felt better to risk Type I error
and avoid missing possible relationships than to adjust the alpha level for variables
that have not been previously studied.

Summary
Total walking speed range, a novel measure indicating the range of walking
speeds available for use, can be calculated by the difference between maximum and
slow walking speeds. Slow walking speed utilized to calculate TWSR can be
measured reliably with a stopwatch in clinical settings. While TWSR, SSWS, and
MWS all predicted function, disability, and community mobility in univariate linear
regression models, none of the walking speed variables contributed significantly to
these outcomes when other covariates were considered.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Recruitment Flier
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Appendix B: Example of research site letter of agreement
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Appendix C: Informed Consent Form
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Appendix D: Demographic interview questionnaire
Subject number: _________________
1. Age at last birthday: ________________________
2. Gender:

Male

Female

3. Do you consider yourself to be:

Caucasian
African American
Hispanic/Latino
Asian
Other:_________________

4. Do you live in a:

house
apartment/condo
other?

5. Do you walk with an assistive device (cane, walker, etc.?): yes

no

6. (For LSA) Do you currently use any of the following aids? (Circle all that
apply)
Cane

Walker/Rollator

Wheelchair

Crutch or crutches

Ramp

Special "rising-seat-chair"/"lift-chair"

Brace

Artificial limb

Runabout, Scooter

Bar on rails in bathroom, tub or shower

Bath chair

Roll-in shower
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Hospital bed

Ventilator
Bedside commode or toilet/raised toilet seat

Bed Pan

Oxygen/special breathing equipment (inhalers, atomizers, nebulizers, etc.)

7. What is the PRIMARY way you get from place to place within the community?
Drive
Public Transportation
Get rides w/ family/friends
Driving Service (Access/Uber/Lyft)
Other____________________________
8. Do you participate in a regular exercise program?

Yes
No

9. If yes in #8, how many times a week do you exercise?

10. How much time do you spend exercising (e.g. 60 minutes, 3 x week or 30 min
every day)

11. What type of exercise do you do? (example: dance class, play tennis, lift weights,
run, walk)
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12. Have you fallen in the last year? A fall is defined as an event where the
person comes to rest unintentionally at a lower level or the ground,
unrelated to a medical event or an overwhelming external force.
# falls: ____________________
Circumstances surrounding falls:

(Next page)
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FCI: Do you take medication for of have you been told you have any of the following
conditions? You do NOT need to list medications or specifics.
CHECK HERE
CONDITION
NOTES
if present
Arthritis
Osteoporosis
Asthma
Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD),
acquires respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS), or
emphysema
Angina/chest pain

use an inhaler, ever hospitalized for
difficulty breathing?

Congestive Heart Failure (or
heart disease)
Heart attack (myocardial
infarction)

How long ago?

Neurological disease (like MS
or Parkinson’s)
Stroke or TIA (“mini-stroke”)
Peripheral vascular disease
Diabetes (Type I or II)
Upper gastrointestinal disease
(reflux, hernia, ulcers)
Depression
Anxiety/panic disorders
Visual impairments
(glaucoma, cataracts, macular
degeneration)

Do not check if only reading glasses. DO
check if pathologies listed (or other
pathology)

Hearing impairment (very
hard of hearing even with
hearing aids)

Only check if very HOH even with hearing
aids

Degenerative disk Disease
(stenosis, back disease, severe
chronic back pain)
We will check Obesity and/or BMI>30
Height =
ht and wt
Weight =
Total FCI score = ______________________ (sum of all checked items)
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BMI =

Appendix E – Montreal Cognitive Assessment
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Appendix F – UAB Life Space Assessment
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Appendix G – Community Balance & Mobility Scale
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Appendix H – Late Life Function and Disability Instrument
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Appendix I – Geriatric Depression Scale – 15 item
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